Editorial
Dear Readers
there is no religion, including Islam of course, that tolerates the killing of innocent
people. Everybody agrees that there is nothing Islamic about killing ordinary civilians
taking the subway or bus to work or school. And there is nothing in the Holy Koran
that could possibly jus fy such a deplorable and calculated murder. In fact, Islamic
texts clearly condemn the killing of innocents. Such acts of terrorism are both morally
reprehensible and in direct viola on of Islamic teachings.
There is no poli cal message that can be transmi ed through brutality and violence.
The perpetrators, whether they turn out to be fundamentalists or some other group,
will fail to promote whatever poli cal cause they pretend to espose. The only message
that they will successfully convey is that they have a passion for bloodshed and
violence.
Sadly, the vic ms of their crimes are not only those who were killed or wounded
everywhere, but all the Muslims, par cularly those in the West, where they have
looked at with increasing discrimina on in the wake of these a acks. Such acts serve
Alberto Di Gennaro
Chairman & Publisher

to further distort the image of Muslims and Islam.
The ramifica on of the terrorist a acks in the Middle East, in Europe, in Asia, in USA
will undoubtedly be far‐reaching and will be felt around the world. But they are also
likely to further inspire a wave of interna onal counterterrorist coopera on between
governments and security agencies, thus was ng valuable resources that would be
otherwise gone toward more produc ve endeavours for the welfare of suﬀering
people in the world.
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Shari’ah Scholars

Global Financial crises
and its effect on Islamic
Finance
By Dr. Aly Khorshid
Introduc on
The Islamic finance industry today oﬀers a broad variety of products and services as
well as corporate finance, project finance, equity funds, personal and wealth
management, venture capital investment, real estate investment and private
equity, mainly providing Islamic trade financing solu ons. Structured in accordance
with Shariah principles are all these products and services, as interpreted in their
respec ve jurisdic ons. The Shariah compliant capital markets products have
gathered acceptance in the global market and are now shaping up into an
a rac ve investment in market place. The demand for Shariah compliant securi es
has been high and is growing the supply side is also witnessing increasing ac vity.
The development of Shariah compliant securi es “Sukuk” is one of the capital
market products that have been developed to avoid the Islamic prohibi on of Riba
(interest). Sukuk (plural of Sak) mean cer ficates and papers with the features of
liquidity, tradability and cash equivalence, while a conven onal bond is a promise
to repay a loan, Sukuk present par al ownership. They’re several types of Sukuk,
Ijarah Sukuk, Mudarabah Sukuk, Is sna Sukuk, and Musharakah Sukuk
Islamic Percep on of Money
Money is a social conven on and was invented based on the need to facilitate
socio‐economic ac vi es. Progress in business has transformed money, and it has
evolved from its original basic func ons to sophis cated modern applica ons.
Money is an integral part of the financial system and has a fundamental eﬀect on
the whole system.
From the Islamic point of view, money should be observed as a medium of
Aly Khorshid
Trustee member of Academy (UK), member of
the ins tute of management consultancy (UK),
and visi ng lecturer in El‐Azhar University
"Egypt" and ‘SOAS' University of London on
Islamic finance. Dr Khorshid has been involved
with financial ins tu ons for over 2 decades
with comprehensive skills and knowledge in
Islamic finance; He is recognised expert on
Shariah compliant finance, within the Islamic
law, Islamic moamlat, and Islamic contracts.

exchange and a standard of measurement. Money is considera on, not an object
that can be traded or something that is expected to generate returns without
economic ac vi es. Money is neither a produc ve good nor consump on good.
Therefore, if money needs to be exchanged with money, the Islamic injunc on on
trading ribawi material is applied. Such a transac on must take place with the
condi on that it is on spot basis and for an equal amount. Similar to conven onal
finance, in Islamic finance money exchanged with money on a deferred basis has
become a norm, and the repayment of loaned money with addi onal
Islamic Debt Securi es (Sukuk)
As far as the Islamic finance industry is concerned, Sukuk are not new. Since the
early days of Islamic civiliza on the concept of Sukuk has been in use – in the first
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century Hijri (corresponding to the seventh century AD) the

the issuer of the bond are the bondholders themselves and

Umayyad government would pay soldiers and public servants

are ranked as senior unsecured and unsubordinated

both in cash and in kind. The payment in kind was in the

creditors of the issuer in priority to the shareholders.

form of Sukuk, which is commodity coupons or gain permits.

Bonds vs. Sukuk

Sukuk re‐emerged in Bahrain in 2001, almost fourteen

A bond is evidence of debt issued by the issuer or borrower

centuries a er they were first recorded, as an Islamic

to an investor or lender, an IOU with a promise to pay the

alterna ve to conven onal debt securi es. In the domes c

debt or the financial obliga on at the end of a specified

market, the State of Bahrain oﬀered Sukuk with an al‐ijarah

period. It is also a debt instrument with fixed return (loan +

issue. The issue amount was US$250 million and had a tenor

interest), the obliga on to pay the debt being evidenced by

of five years. The Sukuk al‐Ijara concept was derived from

papers cer ficate called bonds or securi es issued by the

prevailing prac ces of “lease ending with purchase” (Ijara

borrower or issuer; these cer ficates are tradable on the

muntahiyah bi‐tamlik) known in conven onal finance as

secondary market. Bonds are evidence of indebtedness only.

“financial lease”. The Sukuk carried six monthly lease rentals

Sukuk provide evidence of financial obliga on from the

that were fixed at the lease incep on and paid in arrears

issuer to the Sukuk cer ficate owner of the underlying asset.

during the lease term. The Sukuk oﬀering was highly

It is an asset instrument whereby the issuer pays the value

successful. The Bahrain Sukuk issue was a major milestone in

being evidenced by a paper cer ficate called a Suk, or

Islamic finance as it marked the birth of an Islamic capital

securi es issued by the issuer. This paper cer ficate is

market where Islamic equity and debt‐based instruments are

tradable on the secondary market. Sukuk are evidence of

issued and traded.

assets, not debit; therefore, Sukuk are wider and have higher

Another landmark was ini ated by Malaysia in 2002 when it

value than bonds.

issued the first Islamic securi es that complied with US

Global Financial Crises

Regula on S and Rule 144A formats that are used for

The global financial crisis shook the interna onal financial

conven onal global bonds. Prior to that in December 2001

system around the globe, and its repercussions are s ll being

Kumpulan Guthrie Berhad, a Malaysian public listed company

felt globally. Owing to its severity it has been labeled as the

involved in the planta on and construc on sectors has

worst crisis since the Great Depression. It is now, more than

oﬀered a Sukuk al‐Ijara. A number of successful Sukuk issues

ever before, clear that the current financial system is not

have followed, including the Islamic Development Bank’s

stable and that the invisible hand is not doing what its

oﬀering of US$400 million Sukuk in 2003, the State of Qatar’s

proponents claimed.

US$700 million Sukuk al‐Ijara issue in 2003 and the Kingdom

The prolonged period of “the great modera on”, together

of Bahrain’s US$250 million Sukuk al‐Ijara issue in 2004. In

with runaway credit growth, paved the way for the current

the Islamic finance markets these successful issues have

crisis. Easy money, uncontrolled growth of credit and debt,

created much excitement and more issuers looking for a

lax regula on and supervision, innova on of complex and

viable and a rac ve alterna ve source of funds are

opaque financial products, mismanagement of risks involved,

considering the Sukuk op on.

lack of disclosure and transparency, predatory lending and

Features of Sukuk

high leverage – among other factors – are thought to be the

A fundamental requirement of Shari’ah is that the security

main culprits behind the crisis The current global financial

must reflect or evidence the security holder’s share in an

crisis brought Islamic financial industry (IFI) into the limelight

underlying asset or enterprise, which must of course be

as a possible alterna ve. However, IFI has not been totally

Shari’ah compa ble. On the basis that the security reflects

immune to the crisis; it has been hit as well, although to a

the holder’s ownership of the underlying assets of the

much more moderate extent. This may indicate a possible

company, contemporary Shari’ah scholars have allowed

correla on between IFI and its conven onal counterpart, as

investment in equity or share in a company. Through the

it lives under the same umbrella and is governed by the same

ownership of the company, the shareholders are deemed to

rules of the game.

indirectly own the company’s assets.

Being a niche industry, Islamic finance faces considerable

A conven onal bond typically confers on the bondholder a

challenges. The way the industry responds to these

contractual right to receive from the issuer of the bond

challenges will determine whether it will become “a

certain interest payments during the life of the bond and the

significant alterna ve to the conven onal system in global

principal amount at the maturity of the bond. Creditors to

financial markets” (Karuvelil, 2000). Moreover, lack of an
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eﬃcient legal framework and of standards and procedures,

Islamic finance has become a worldwide industry, with assets

qualified manpower and eﬀec ve government support

under management in accordance with the Shariah law

exacerbate the risk exposures of IFI (Khorshid, 2009).

valued at over $1.4 Trillion US Dollars. Within individual

The limited impact of the global financial crisis on IFI, there

countries, especially in the Muslim world, Islamic finance

are many lessons that should be learned from it, and

plays a significant role, with the financial systems of

commensurate steps must be taken within IFI in order to

countries such as Malaysia, Pakistan, Iran and the Sudan

make it more resilient to similar shocks. One of the steps

opera ng under the Shariah law. Other countries such as the

necessary for strengthening the resilience of Islamic finance,

Gulf States Islamic banking are playing an increasingly

according to Bank Negara Malaysia is the assimila on of

significant role, accoun ng for over 40 percent of deposits in

Shari’ah values in the realiza on of benefits to the relevant

Kuwait and Qatar. Bahrain has become a major regional

stakeholders.

center for Islamic finance. At the same

Islamically for jus ce, fairness, coopera on and shared

mul na onal banks including Ci bank, HSBC, ABN‐AMRO

me many major

responsibility. Its goals go far beyond monetary indicators

and Deutsche Bank are oﬀering Islamic financial products,

and growth as it promotes ethics, responsibility and market

while in Malaysia a sophis cated market in Islamic securi es

discipline (Aziz, 2008; Chapra, 2008). This is an opportune

has developed, and Bahrain is providing money management

me for IFI to reduce reliance on debt‐like products and
move closer to equity‐based, risk‐sharing instruments.

instruments that comply with the Shariah law.
The Muslim world was exploited in the 19th century and for

However, whatever choice is made by the industry, there is a

much of the 20th century with the penetra on of western

need for an eﬃcient regulatory and supervisory framework

capital, but in its early years, Islam itself promoted

that will stay ahead of the market so as to prevent regulatory

globaliza on through the transmission of its value system, a

arbitrage from making significant inroads in the market (Aziz,

process that has been reinvigorated in recent decades.

2008; Mirakhor and Krichene, 2009). An eﬀec ve system of

Contemporary globaliza on involves not merely freer trade

checks and balances has to be constructed that will help

and capital movements, but also the communica on of ideas

avoid making mistakes similar to those which led to the

by new methods including the Internet. Indeed it is the

current crisis.

advance in informa on and computer technologies that is

Social interest. Among the Islamic countries, Malaysia has

one of the major forces driving globaliza on, which makes it

had by far the greatest success in crea ng a flexible,

possible for market par cipants and regulatory bodies to

innova ve environment with the poten al to provide both

collect and process the informa on they need to measure,

the incen ve structure as well as the administra ve

monitor and manage financial risk and to price and trade

apparatus to allow steps towards developing new risk‐

complex new financial instruments. Islam, and Islamic

sharing instruments under an eﬀec ve regulatory structure.

finance in par cular, has a message to spread, and global

The country’s courageous step of unifying the Shari’ah‐ruling

networks are arising for this purpose. It is the spread of ideas

framework, as well as its long standing commitment to

rather than mere money that is the greatest challenge, but

provision of human capital to IFI and its encouragement of

one that presents hope for Muslims.

innova on, gives it a leadership posi on that can serve to

To some extent these views of globaliza on may reflect

strengthen the progress of Islamic finance.

disciplinary biases rather than diﬀerent strands of Muslim

Islamic finance is a limited niche ac vity; while interna onal

thought, this in itself demonstra ng the dynamic interac on

financial markets are dominated by Riba based ac vity.

of western ideas with modern Islamic scholarship. These

There

interna onal

ideas can be applied to Islamic finance, which facilitates the

organisa ons such as the IMF and the WTO for Muslim

are

significant

pressures

from

crea on of Muslim wealth that can be used for social

countries to open up their financial markets to mul na onal

purposes.

banks. Interna onal ra ng agencies such as Moody’s and

The role of Islamic banks and financial ins tu ons can be to

Standard and Poor classify Muslim government debt and rate

enable this process. In contrast the hoarding of personal

commercial banks, and even some Islamic banks, which

riches, even in Muslim countries, makes those that hoard

aﬀects the terms on which they can conduct their business.

subservient to and dependent on global secular capitalism

The Basle based Bank for Interna onal Se lements has

with its corrup ng influences. Capitalism without faith is

capital adequacy guidelines that pose significant challenges

corrupt but cannot generalize.

for Islamic banks and Islamic finance more generally.
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Within

interna onal

financial

organisa ons

there

is

demonstra ng that a sympathe c treatment of globaliza on

considerable interest in Islamic banking, and it would be

issues can prove beneficial to those seeking to ensure

wrong to see those organisa ons associated with the

Shariah compliant financing facili es are oﬀered to poten al

“Washington consensus”, notably the IMF and World Bank,

Muslim clients.

as being antagonis c to Islamic economic ideas. Indeed the

As financial systems become more open, na onal discre on

IMF sponsored a study back in the 1980s on Islamic banking

in the determina on of interest rates is reduced, as if money

that was seen by many as an important contribu on to the

flows freely, diﬀeren als in inter‐bank rates between

growing literature at that me, and a work that helped bring

currencies will largely reflect exchange rate expecta ons in

Islamic finance to the a en on of a wider non‐Muslim

rela on to a dominant currency, usually the United States

readership. At the macroeconomic level there has also been

dollar.

a willingness by the IMF to encourage inves ga on of how

Most Muslim countries apart from the GCC member states

monetary policy can operate and debt management handled

maintain controls over capital movements and some

in compliance with Islamic principles.

payments restric ons for import transac ons. IMF structural

The World Bank has long had close rela ons with the Islamic

adjustment policy encourages member states to eliminate

Development Bank and both organisa ons have co‐funded

mul ple exchange rates and float currencies so that an

projects in a number of Muslim countries. There are also a

equilibrium currency rate can be determined in the foreign

number of Muslims working for the World Bank who are

exchange market, poten ally facilita ng the reduc on of

enthusias c about Islamic finance, and keen to point out the

external deficits. In prac ce the results of such policies have

merits of such a system.

been mixed in the Muslim world, but in the longer term the

General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS) and the

dismantling of foreign exchange controls seems likely for

opening up of domes c retail and investment banking

most countries. This will create addi onal opportuni es for

markets from an Arab banking perspec ve, within the Islamic

Islamic banks to oﬀer Murabaha trade financing facili es as

financial community only limited a en on has been paid to

well as leasing, Ijara, and project financing, Is sna. With

the issues of interna onal banking compe

on. The majority

foreign exchange liberalisa on the pricing of Islamic

of middle and high‐income Muslim states are World Trade

financing products has to be interna onally rather than

Organisa on (WTO) members, including Malaysia, Turkey,

simply na onally compe

Egypt, Jordan, Tunisia, Morocco and five of the six GCC

The Basel Accords, the ra ng of Islamic banks and FSAP

states. This membership not only has implica ons for trade,

financial monitoring Like conven onal banks Islamic banks

but for financial services through the GATS provisions for the

are not only regulated by the central banks of the countries

opening up of markets for banking and insurance. In some

in which they are based, but they are also poten ally subject

Muslim states such as Egypt and Syria the banking system is

to the scru ny of interna onal monitoring agencies, notably

largely state owned, while in other states, notably Kuwait

the Bank of Interna onal Se lements (BIS) in Basel. Na onal

and Saudi Arabia, there are limita ons on the share that

regula on by central banks is also subject to interna onal

ve.

foreign ins tu ons can hold in the ownership of local banks.

inputs, an example of this being the IMF and World Bank

Priva za on of the state owned banks, and the removal of

interven on through the Financial Sector Assessment

ownership restric ons is likely to result in the take‐over of

Program (FSAP), which was started as a response to some of

local banks by mul na onals.

the issues raised by the Asia financial crisis of 1997. The

Muslim countries can open up their conven onal banking

annual reports of Central Bank Governors of Asian countries

sector under GATS while s ll protec ng their Islamic finance

such as Malaysia and Indonesia are monitored and

sector using infant industry arguments. In the January 2002

disseminated by the BIS, including their reviews of Islamic

Trade Policy Review of Pakistan, the review team noted

banking developments. In addi on there is also con nuing

Pakistan’s commitment to liberalisa on under GATS in forty

assessment of both Islamic and conven onal banks by other

seven ac vi es including banking, insurance, business and

commercial financial ins tu ons, a process facilitated by the

communica ons. Pakistan requested and received GATS

work of the ra ngs agencies.

exemp ons under the most flavored na on clause (MFN) in

Although there is no obliga on to adhere to the BIS

financial services where there were reciprocity agreements

minimum requirement of 8 percent of capital to risk

and in Islamic financing transac ons. This ruling by the WTO

weighted assets, Islamic banks that are seen as being

should help the posi on of Islamic banks in Pakistan,

adequately capitalized are more likely to have their trading

AlimJournal 9
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instruments recognised, and can nego ate be er terms for

for the sanc ty of the Shariah, its professionalism,

their assets which are managed by other banks. Capital

uncompromising integrity and strong customer focus. The

therefore can be a constraint on Islamic bank growth,

aim is to build Amana’s reputa on amongst Muslim clients of

especially when the bank has been successful in rapidly

HSBC who already use its financial products and poten al

building up its deposit base. O en it has taken longer for

internal and external clients. Ini ally the emphasis has been

Islamic banks to iden fy profitable lending opportuni es

on cross selling Amanah products to exis ng HSBC Muslim

than build up their deposit base, which implies lower ini al

customers who use its conven onal financing facili es, the

profitability. This may delay stock market quota on to

internal clients, rather than reaching external clients of other

increase the capital base, or where the bank is already a

banks through marke ng and adver sing the Islamic

quoted company, it may preclude rights issues to raise

products. Direct cross selling is cheaper, and usually more

addi onal capital.

eﬀec ve given the cap ve nature of the market.

The IFSB is to serve as an associa on of ins tu ons that have

Credibility with Muslim communi es interna onally rather

responsibility for the regula on and supervision of the

than within single countries is important for mul na onal

Islamic financial services industry. The aim is to set and

banks such as HSBC. Reputa ons can be enhanced

disseminate standards and core principles as well as adapt

interna onally by having Shariah commi ee members

exis ng, mainly AAOIFI, standards. Adop on of the standards

accountable who combine academic scholarship with

will be voluntary, but banks and countries that adhere to the

prac cal work on the Shariah commi ee and understand

standards are likely to be more favorably rated. The IFSB is

Western

also responsible for liaison and coopera on with other

Towards a pluralist interna onal financial system Far from

standard se ers, including central banks and security market

being a threat to Islamic finance, globaliza on provides an

regulators, in the area of monetary policy and financial

opportunity. Islamic finance extends choice, and enables

stability, opening up the possibility of the adop on of

Muslims interna onally to conduct their financial aﬀairs in a

Shariah law in this area for the first me. In addi on the IFSB

manner that is consistent with their beliefs and values. Many

is responsible for the promo on of good prac ce in the area

non‐Muslims are concerned with the ethics of how their

of risk management through research, training and technical

money is u lized and their financing derived, hence the rise

assistance.

of the ethical finance industry encompassing some western

Standardisa on of Islamic financial products can come about

banks and many mutual funds. Western and Eastern non‐

economics

system

and

Islamic

economics.

by adhering to interna onal regula ons, whether from

Muslim clients have shown their willingness to use Islamic

secularist ins tu ons such as the IMF or BIS or from

financing when it is a rac ve. HSBC Amanah financing, for

designated Islamic interna onal ins tu ons such as the IDB,

example, have found that 20 percent of their Malaysian

AAOIFI or the IFSB. It can also result from the interchange of

clients are non‐Muslim Chinese. Islamic finance adds value to

ideas by na onal Islamic banks at interna onal conferences,

the interna onal financial system and encourages non‐

which encourages the spread of “best” prac ce. Even more

Muslims to think more seriously about debt issues, from the

influen al in standardisa on has been the emergence of

injury caused by lending sharks in the consumer loan market

major mul na onal banks and fund management groups as

to the issue of developing country debt.

providers of Islamic financial products either directly to their

The challenge of globaliza on is both to regula on and to

own clients, or indirectly to those of the na onal Islamic

markets, with a widening in the remit of the former and in

banks. As HSBC Amanah Finance typifies this type of ini a ve

the breadth and depth of the la er. Islamic finance should

by a major mul na onal bank, it is perhaps instruc ve to

not only be judged by its quan ta ve impact on global

examine its experience.

markets, which though increasing, remains small, but more

Despite its size as the largest United Kingdom based bank,

importantly by the quality of the service and its eﬀect on the

with a significant presence in many Muslim countries from

percep ons and thinking of global financial players.

the Middle East and the Gulf to Malaysia, HSBC was a

Ul mately finance is more about values than the mere

rela vely late entrant to Islamic finance. Banks such as

accumula on of money. Finance is also concerned with social

Ci corp, ABN AMRO, Deutsche Bank and some of the Bri sh

responsibili es, including that of the wealthy towards the

merchant banks were involved from the 1980s, but HSBC

less fortunate in an o en too selfish global economic order

only established its Amanah Finance division in 1998. In its

based on greed rather than economic jus ce.

mission statement HSBC Amanah Finance stresses its respect

8
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Shari’ah Scholars

Corporate
Governance In Islam
A Comparative Study Of
OECD Principles And
Islamic Principles Of
Corporate Governance

By Dr. Imam Uddin
This is an a empt to provide comparison of Organiza on of Economic Co‐opera on
and Development (OECD) principles and Islamic principles of corporate governance
(CG). Like Pakistan, majority of the corporate civilized countries all over the world
are using OECD principles as guideline and benchmark for corporate governance in
their corporate sector. The Islamic financial system has progressed a lot in last one
decade, beside this there is need to develop the Islamic CG system too. In the paper,
OECD principles have been taken from publica ons of OECD. For Islamic principles
the Quran, Hadis, and renowned Islamic scholars have been consulted. A er the
analysis, it has been found that OECD principles are covering six diﬀerent issue and
rights related to firm. But Islamic corporate governance necessarily has wide
horizon, with obliga ons extended beyond shareholders, financiers, suppliers,
customers, and employees, embracing the spirit of humanity well‐being as well as
the temporal needs of the Islamic community.
________________________
Author would like to acknowledge the resources support he received from State
Bank of Pakistan.
INTRODUCTION
This paper explores the importance of Principles of Islamic Corporate Governance
Imam Uddin
Dr. Imam Uddin holds a PhD in Islamic Banking
& Finance from University of
Karachi, PGD in Islamic Banking & Finance, LLB &
Specializa on in Islamic Jurisprudence. He has
got more than ten years of experience in
Teaching, research, product development,
product management and Sharia’ compliance.
He has authored various ar cles on Islamic
Economics and Finance. Currently he is serving
as Associate Professor Islamic Banking & Finance
Ins tute of Business Management, Karachi.

in the light of Quran & Sunnah. It compares the Islamic Principles with the OECD
Principles of Corporate Governance. The implica ons of Islam for corporate
governance and the issues about interna onal convergence have also been raised.
In the prac cal sense, corporate governance involves the nuts and bolts of how
corpora ons should fulfill their responsibili es to their shareholders and other
stakeholders. Transparency, accountability and adequate disclosure are three
essen al ingredients in corporate governance. The concept of corporate
governance was put forward because of increasing awareness on the importance of
the need to protect the rights of all stakeholders, including minority shareholders.

10
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This concern started in new shape in early 20th century with development of corpora ons in western countries. However, it
shaped properly in early 1990s with Cadbury Report (1992). This report kept on improving in the form of diﬀerent reports and at
last shaped into OECD Principles of Corporate Governance‐2004. These Principles were so sound that it immediately adopted by
EU, World Bank, USA, other OECD and non‐OECD countries (Morck, 2005).
This term corporate governance is rela vely new, but the concept is actually not alien to Islam. Islam is not only a religion but also
a complete code of life. The hallmark of the Islamic business system lies in the high ethical values that underpin the governance
and business opera ons. Islam stresses the prac ce of jus ce, equality, truthfulness, transparency, protec on to minori es,
accountability and adequate disclosure in every aspect of life. All forms of exploita on are prohibited. There is no doctrine of
caveat emptor in Islamic law. As men oned above that, OECD Principles of Corporate Governance are based on three basic
principles transparency, accountability and adequate disclosure. OECD has developed these principles a er a series of reports and
researches but surprisingly these were the basic principles of business in Islamic Civiliza on about 1400 years ago.
Here it has tried to iden fy similari es in both codes of business conduct and diﬀeren a ons in both have been iden fied. It will
help to find more consolidated principles of corporate governance that would be applicable and acceptable to whole world.
The paper has divided into six parts; a er introduc on there is defini on and need iden fica on of corporate governance, third
part explains the OECD principles of corporate governance, on fourth is Islamic viewpoint on corporate governance, fi h contains
comparison of both approaches and last is the conclusion.
CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
“In the prac cal sense, corporate governance involves the nuts and bolts of how corpora ons should fulfill their responsibili es to
their shareholders and other stakeholders. Corporate governance is the mechanism by which agency problems of corpora on
stakeholders, including the shareholders, creditors, management, employees, consumers and the public at large are framed and
sought to be resolved. Transparency, accountability and adequate disclosure are three essen al ingredients in corporate
governance” (Hakim, 2002).
Good corporate governance reinforces sound regula on and supervision. It contributes towards maintaining market confidence,
and strengthening transparency and accountability. Its emphasis is to be value‐oriented and promote fairness and jus ce with
respect to all stakeholders of the organiza on. For corporate governance to work, good corporate prac ces need to be ins lled
and embedded in all aspects of the opera ons and at all levels within the organiza on.
Good and proper corporate governance is considered impera ve for the establishment of a compe

ve market. There is empirical

evidence to suggest that countries that have implemented good corporate governance measures have generally experienced
robust growth of corporate sectors and higher ability to a ract capital than those that have not (SECP, 2005).
Sound corporate governance prac ces have become cri cal to worldwide eﬀorts to stabilize and strengthen good capital markets
and protect investors (Darman, 2005). They help companies to improve their performance and a ract investment. Corporate
governance enables corpora ons to realize their corporate objec ves, protect shareholders rights and meet requirements, and to
demonstrate to the wider public how they are conduc ng their business. Research shows that investors from all over the world
indicated that they would pay large premiums for companies with eﬀec ve corporate governance. Companies with be er
corporate governance had higher per book ra os, demonstra ng that investors do indeed reward good governance (McKinsey,
2004).
Taken together, all above discussion of corporate governance lead to the basic idea, which refers to the system by which
companies are directed and controlled, focusing on the responsibili es of directors and managers for se ng strategic aims,
establishing financial and other policies and overseeing their implementa on, and accoun ng to shareholders for the performance
and ac vi es of the company with the objec ve of enhancing its business performance and conformance with the laws, rules and
prac ces of corporate governance.
OECD PRINCIPLES OF CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
The OECD Principles of Corporate Governance were endorsed by OECD Ministers in 1999 and have since become an interna onal
benchmark for policy makers, investors, corpora ons and other stakeholders worldwide. They have advanced the corporate
governance agenda and provided specific guidance for legisla ve and regulatory ini a ves in both OECD and non‐OECD countries
(OECD, 2004).
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The Principles are intended to assist OECD and non‐OECD governments in their eﬀorts to evaluate and improve the legal,
ins tu onal and regulatory framework for corporate governance in their countries and to provide guidance and sugges ons for
stock exchanges, investors, corpora ons, and other par es that have a role in the process of developing good corporate
governance. The Principles focus on publicly traded companies, both financial and non‐financial. However, to the extent they are
deemed applicable, they might also be a useful tool to improve corporate governance in non‐traded companies, for example,
privately held and state owned enterprises. The Principles represent a common basis that OECD member countries consider
essen al for the development of good governance prac ces. They are intended to be concise, understandable and accessible to
the interna onal community. They are not intended to subs tute for government, semi‐government or private sector ini a ves to
develop more detailed “best prac ce” in corporate governance.
“Corporate Governance is the system by which business corpora ons are directed and controlled. The corporate governance
specifies the distribu on of rights and responsibili es among diﬀerent par cipants in the corpora on, such as the Board,
managers, shareholders and other stakeholders, and spell out the rules and procedures for making decisions on corporate aﬀairs.
By doing this, it also provides the structures through which the company objec ves are set, and the means of a aining those
objec ves and monitoring performance” (OECD, 2004).
Following are the principles of Corporate Governance designed by OECD:
I. Ensuring the Basis for an Eﬀec ve Corporate Governance Framework
The corporate governance framework should promote transparent and eﬃcient markets, be consistent with the rule of law and
clearly ar culate the division of responsibili es among diﬀerent supervisory, regulatory and enforcement authori es.
II. The Rights of Shareholders and Key Ownership Func ons
The corporate governance framework should protect and facilitate the exercise of shareholders’ rights.
III. The Equitable Treatment of Shareholders
The corporate governance framework should ensure the equitable treatment of all shareholders, including minority and foreign
shareholders. All shareholders should have the opportunity to obtain eﬀec ve redress for viola on of their rights.
IV. The Role of Stakeholders in Corporate Governance
The corporate governance framework should recognize the rights of stakeholders established by law or through mutual
agreements and encourage ac ve co‐opera on between corpora ons and stakeholders in crea ng wealth, jobs, and the
sustainability of financially sound enterprises.
V. Disclosure and Transparency
The corporate governance framework should ensure that mely and accurate disclosure is made on all material ma ers
regarding the corpora on, including the financial situa on, performance, ownership, and governance of the company.
VI. The Responsibili es of the Board
The corporate governance framework should ensure the strategic guidance of the company, the eﬀec ve monitoring of
management by the board, and the board’s accountability to the company and the shareholders.
The above six OECD principles of corporate governance are based on following three basic principles;
1. The mechanism of decision making and its transparency
2. Accountability in roles and responsibili es
3. Adequate disclosure of results
Above principles seems to be clearly aligned with Hakim (2002) that transparency, accountability, and adequate disclosure are the
basic ingredients of corporate governance. The soundness of these principles has been proved by its adop on all over the world
(Morck, 2005).
ISLAM AND CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
“Indeed, Islam strongly advocates all forms of posi ve governance. Islamic values and ethical conduct have already been in built
and are inherent in the community. Islamic corporate governance serves through its underlying principles of economic well‐being
of the Muslim community, universal brotherhood, jus ce, accountabili es, truthfulness, and transparency, protec on to
minori es, adequate disclosure and equitable distribu on of income. Therefore, while the virtues of Islam have always advocated
good corporate governance, the challenge to us lies in its applica on. The paramount principle is honesty and fair dealings. All
forms of exploita on are prohibited. “Islam always encouraged trade and commerce as long as it is conducted within the
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framework of Holy Quran, and the word of Allah as revealed to his Prophet Muhammad (PBUH)” (Lewis,2005)
Islam commands authority over the totality of a Muslim’s being, not accep ng any dis nc on between sacred and the secular. Two
aspects, in par cular, shape the nature of Islamic corporate governance. One is that Islamic Law, the Shari’ah claims sovereignty
over all aspects of life, ethical and social, and to encompass criminal as well as jurisdic on. The ethical principles define what is
true; fair, just, the nature of corporate responsibili es, the priori es to society, along with some specific governance standards.
Second, in addi on to providing a set of business ethics, certain Islamic economic and financial principles (zakat, riba, prohibi on of
specula on) have a direct impact upon corporate prac ces and policies.
The stated above three basic principles used by OECD to define corporate governance, can be searched out in Islam as well.
Corporate Governance Framework
As OECD have emphasized on proper corporate governance framework before sta ng the principles. Islam also provided the vast
guidelines for implementa on and monitoring framework. The Ibn Khaldun’s analysis (1407) of the rise and fall of governments
and civiliza ons, moral norms, which emanate in his analysis from the Shari ‘ah in a Muslim society, may not get reflected in laws,
and the laws may not get implemented eﬀec vely if the poli cal authority does not a end to this task seriously. It is the
responsibility of the poli cal authority to check all morally objec onable behavior ‐ dishonesty, fraud and unfairness that are
harmful for socio‐economic development. It must also ensure the fulfillment of contracts and respect of property rights, and
inculcate in the people quali es that are necessary for social harmony and development with jus ce. What may be important
within the Islamic perspec ve is not just the holding in check of objec onable behavior (nahi ‘an al‐munkar) but also the promo on
of desired behavior (amr bi al‐ma‘ruf) by the crea on of a proper enabling environment through eﬀec ve educa onal, poli cal,
social, legal and economic reforms and the building of proper ins tu ons for this purpose. The governments generally fail to
perform these tasks if they are not accountable before the people, do not apply the law equally and equitably on all the diﬀerent
strata of the popula on, and do not employ staﬀ based on character and competence. Like OECD, the above guidelines from Islam
also emphasized on promo ng the transparent, consistent and equal rule of law.
Decision Making
A er implementa on framework, Islam is also very clear on the principles of corporate governance

 “And consult them on aﬀairs (of moment). Then, when you have taken a decision, put your trust in Allah.” (Ale Imran,
3:159)

 “Those who respond to their Lord, and establish regular prayers; who (conduct) their aﬀairs by mutual consulta on; who
spend out of what We bestow on them for sustenance.” (Al‐Shu’ra, 42:38).

 Abu Hamzah Anas bin Malik (RA), who was servant of the Messenger of Allah, reported that the Prophet (PBUH),
said: “None of you truly believes (in Allah and in His religion) un l he loves for his brother what he loves for himself (Al‐
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Bukhari & Muslims)”.
Similar to OECD principles, above verses also emphasize on consulta on with stakeholders at the me of decision‐making and give
equal importance to all stakeholders (including minority shareholder). However, one addi on is trust in Allah. There are two
benefits of trust in Allah a er decision is taken. First; the bless of Allah will help in implementa on of decision. Second, when all
stakeholders will trust in Allah, there will be no conflict among them. Mode of decision‐making is also diﬀerent from OECD. Islam
believes in consulta on and consensus of stakeholders but OECD principles empower the BOD and senior management for
decision‐making.
Disclosure and Transparency

Another reference in Quran explained in verses 282 and 283 of Surah al‐Baqarah, states a detailed:

 “O you who believe! When you contract a debt for a fixed period, write it down. Let a scribe write it down in jus ce
between you…………You should not become weary to write your contract down, whether large or small, for its fixed term,
that is more just with Allah, more solid as evidence, and more convenient to prevent doubts among yourselves… Take
witnesses whenever you enter into a commercial contract” (Al‐Baqarah: 282)

 And

if you are
traveling

and

cannot find
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a scribe, then let there be a mortgage taken …. And do not conceal any evidence for he whoever hides it, surely his heart is
sinful, and Allah is all Knower of what you do” (Al‐Baqarah: 283)
These two verses gave the clear guidelines for disclosure and transparency. It emphasizes on making reports for each aspect of
business

and

to

clearly discloses

each

avoid

stakeholder

doubts

among

Here is also an

to

them.

addi on which is

not given by OECD is that make sure Allah know everything. So stakeholders can hide things from each other but when all believe
that Allah know everything, no one can courage to hide something from each other. It will promote proper disclosure and
transparency in repor ng.

Accountability
From the perspec ve of Islam, deeds are more important than mere words, slogans, rhetoric or lectures, as highlighted in various
verses of the Quran:



“O ye who believe! Fulfill (all) obliga ons” (Al‐Maidah: 01).

 “O

ye

who

believe!
Betray not the trust of Allah and the apostle, nor misappropriate knowingly things entrusted to you” (Al‐Anfal: 27).

 “O ye who

believe! Eat not up

your

property

yourselves in

vani es.

among
But

let

there be amongst you traﬃc and trade by mutual goodwill, nor kill (or destroy) yourselves; for verily Allah hath been to your
Most Merciful”
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(An‐Nisaa: 29).

 “And do not eat up your property among yourselves in vani es, nor use it as bait for the judges, with intent that ye may eat
up

wrongfully

and

knowingly a li le
of (other)

people’s

property” (Al‐Baqarah:188).

 “Obey God, and obey the Apostle, and those charged with authority among you. If ye diﬀer in anything among yourselves,
refer it to God and His Apostle, if ye believe in God and the Last Day: That’s the best and most suitable for final
determina on” (4:59).

 “Each one of you is a guardian, and each guardian is accountable to everything under his care” (Bukhari & Muslim)

Basis of Diﬀerence
"Why

OECD Principles

Islamic Principles

do Authority
which you

Directors have authority for deci‐ Sole Authority is for Almighty

you say that

sion‐making. They follow the

Allah; all decisions are to be

do

do?"

principles of OECD.

made by keeping in view

Saﬀ :02)

Shari’ah.

verses and

All

(As‐
above

Hadis

are

principles

Decision Making

not

clear

Decision‐making rests with CEO & Consulta on and Consensus
Senior management.

seeking for each decision from

Vo ng required just for selec on

respec ve stakeholders.

of

of BOD and few other decisions.
Goal

Maximiza on of profits and

Sensa on of equality, equal dis‐

shareholders’ value

tribu on of wealth, considera on
to whole community.

Accountability

Senior management accountable Accountability not only towards
to shareholders.

Shareholders but also towards
Almighty Allah.

Ethics

Transparency, accountability and Jus ce, equality, truthfulness,
disclosure.

transparency, protec on to mi‐
nori es, wider accountability,
wri en as well as oral disclosure.

Applica on

Principles are not equally applica‐ Equally applicable all over the
ble all other the world.

world.
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accountability in roles and responsibili es. Moral values needed for this purpose are clearly specified in the Quran, the Sunnah and
the Fiqh. The Quran requires the honest fulfillment of all contracts (al‐Quran, 5:1) irrespec ve of whether these are wri en or oral,
and explicit or implicit. It prohibits betrayal of all trusts (al‐Quran, 8:27) and considers it immoral to derive any income by chea ng,
dishonesty or fraud (al‐Quran, 4:29). It prohibits the giving of bribes to derive an undue advantage (al‐Quran, 2:188). The Prophet
(PBUH), made it abundantly clear that whoever cheats is not one of us (i.e. not a Muslim). (Mishkaat)
At another place, Prophet (PBUH) said;

“The hypocrite has three signs: when he speaks he tells lies; when he makes a promise he does not fulfill it; and, when he is
entrusted with something he commits a breach of trust” (Bukhari & Muslim)
. He also said that;

“Honest and trustworthy businessman will be with the Prophets, the truthful and the martyrs on the Day of Judgment”. (Bukhari &
Muslim)
In Islam, it has been clearly defined the accountability in roles and responsibili es of not only the business people but in life of
every person. So corporate governance not only limited to BOD and senior management but every person related with that
organiza on. OECD has made senior management accountable to BOD and BOD to shareholders but Islam made accountable not
only to stakeholders, also to God; the Ul mate Authority. OECD made persons accountable for all wri en and defined obliga ons
but Islam asks for accountability of oral promises too.
Corporate Governance in Islam and OECD Principles – A Comparison
We are now in a posi on to make a comparison between Corporate Governance in Islam and OECD Principles as under.
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Shari’ah Scholars

Looking for New
Steps in Islamic
Finance
By Mu i Taqi Usmani
Islamic banking industry has grown rapidly during the past three decades spreading
its opera ons in many parts of the globe. Making its first debut in the small Savings
Associa on of Mitghamr (Egypt) in 1963, its strength has now reached over 250
financial ins tu ons opera ng in more than 40 countries with assets valuing USD
750 billions, and an annual growth rate of 15 per cent. Almost all the giant
conven onal banks are in queue to establish their Islamic units to capture the new
emerging market. This rapid growth of Islamic financial industry is, no doubt,
encouraging for those who wished to relieve themselves from the prohibi on of
interest on the one hand and to remain a part of the modern market economy on
the other.
Now that a substan al period of more than three decades has passed on the
experience of Islamic Banks and Financial Ins tu ons, it is impera ve to review
what they have achieved so far and what they have missed.
It is, no doubt, a great achievement of these ins tu ons that they relieved the
Muslims from clear prohibi on of riba, and came up with some alterna ves that
might be adopted in financial market without indulging in interest. In an
atmosphere en rely dominated by interest‐based transac ons, it was really a
formidable task. I do not agree with those who cri cize them on the basis of
utopian idealism, and claim that they should have brought an immediate revolu on
in the en re pa ern of the financial market and should, at the very outset, have
achieved the basic objec ves of a true Islamic economy.
This idealism that accepts no breathing space between 0% and 100% always tends
to support 0% and to maintain status quo in prac cal terms. Looking from prac cal
aspect, it is always a wise policy to start something that can be done in a given
Taqi Usmani
Mu i Muhammad Taqi Usmani is one of the
leading Islamic scholars living today. He is an
expert in the fields of Islamic Jurisprudence,
Economics, Hadith and Tasawwuf. Born in
Deoband in 1362H(1943 CE), he graduated par
excellence form Dars e Nizami at Darul Uloom,
Karachi, Pakistan. Then he specialized in Islamic
Jurisprudence under the guidance of his
eminent father, Mu i Muhammad Shafi, the
late Grand Mu i of Pakistan. Since then, he has
been teaching hadith and Fiqh at the Darul‐
Uloom, Karachi
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situa on, even though it is less preferable from an idealis c approach. It was in this
background that some instruments of lesser risk like murabahah, ijarah and
diminishing musharakah etc. were allowed by the Shariah scholars. It is also wrong
to say that these instruments have an element of camouflaged interest. In fact, if
implemented with all their necessary condi ons that have always been stressed
upon by the Shariah scholars, they are substan ally diﬀerent from an interest
based financing. At the first place, all these instruments are based on real assets,
and do not amount to trading in money and financial papers, which is the case in
an interest based financing.

Secondly, unlike an interest‐based transac on, the financier,

players in the field, and especially by the new‐comers in the

in each one of these instruments, assumes the risk of real

industry.

commodi es, proper es or equipments without which the

One should always diﬀeren ate between the transac ons

transac ons cannot be valid in Shariah. Thirdly, these modes

based on the original philosophy of a par cular system and

can be used only to finance a commercial ac vity that is

the transac ons resorted to in excep onal situa ons on the

permissible according to Islamic rules and principles.

basis of need. The former ones represent the real concept of

These basic dis nguishing features are enough to draw a line

the system, while the la er ones do not.

of diﬀerence between the two techniques of financing.

The original concept of Islamic financing is undoubtedly in

Therefore, the no on that they are another form of interest

favor of equity par cipa on rather than crea on of debts,

is not correct.

because it is only equity par cipa on that brings an

Having said this, one must not forget that these instruments

equitable and balanced distribu on of wealth in the society.

are not modes of financing in their origin. They are in fact

Debt‐ridden economy, on the other hand, tends to

some forms of trade that have been modified to serve the

concentrate wealth in the hands of the rich, and creates a

purpose of financing at ini al stage as secondary and

bubble economy which fuels infla on and brings many other

transitory measures. Since they are modified versions of

social and economic evils.

certain forms of trade, they are subject to strict condi ons

That is why Islam has discouraged crea on of debts, which

and cannot be used as alterna ves for interest‐based

should be resorted to in excep onal situa ons only, and

transac ons in all respects. And since they are secondary and

encouraged equity par cipa on, which is the best way to a

transitory measures, they cannot be taken as final goal of

just and balanced distribu on of the benefits of commercial

Islamic Finance on which Islamic Financial Ins tu ons should

ac vi es.

sit content for all mes to come.

Out of innumerable instruc ons given by Islamic resources to

It is a ma er of concern for a student of Islamic finance, like

that eﬀect, I would like to quote only two examples. It is

me, that both these points are increasingly neglected by the

reported by Sayyidah ‘Aisha, the blessed wife of the Holy
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Prophet that, during his prayer the Holy Prophet used to

compete with their conven onal counterparts in all respects,

seek refuge from indebtedness. On the other hand, the Holy

and restrict themselves to the debt‐based products.

Prophet has declared that ‘Allah Almighty remains with trade

In their zeal to compete conven onal banks, they are trying

‐ partners (to help and support them) unless one of them

to invent ‘Shariah compliant’ counterparts for each and

becomes dishonest to the other.’

every financial product available in conven onal capitalist

These two comments made by the Holy Prophet are more

market, regardless of whether or not they are in consonance

than suﬃcient to show Islamic a tude towards debts as

with the ethos of Islamic economy. Instead of gradual

opposed to the equity par cipa on.

progress towards equity, the tendency is to make maximum

In the light of the above, Islamic financial ins tu ons have

compromises

much to do before they achieve the desired objec ves of a

matching with prac ces of the conven onal market.

true Islamic economy.

Even deriva ves are being designed on the basis of ‘Shariah

to

accommodate

debt‐related

products

Although the trade‐related instruments like murabahah,

compliant’ methods. If some products had to be equity

ijarah etc. used by them in their opera ons, are not loans

based, they too were equated in some way or the other with

instrict terms, yet they create debts on the basis of deferred

a fixed return debt. ‘Sukuk’ was the best way to proceed

sales or ren ng.

towards equity, but in order to restrict the return of sukuk

As explained above, debt‐based instruments are not

holders, a threshold based on Libor is applied a er which the

preferred ones, but they were suggested to be used as

whole profit is given to a par cular party in the name of

modes of financing to start the wheel of interest‐free

incen ve for good management.

financing, and to bring an instant relief from interest in an

In many cases, it is not even men oned that a er the fixed

atmosphere that was not fully prepared for immediate

rate the rest is incen ve. This situa on needs serious

switch over to an equity based system.

considera on of the players in the field and of the Shariah

It was a sort of first aid provided to a pa ent before he may

scholars who oversee the new products for Islamic financial

have access to full medical treatment. No one can deny the

Ins tu on. Many conferences and seminars are being held

importance of measures taken as first aid, but who can claim

frequently to consider various aspects of Islamic finance.

that they are the final cure of the disease, or that no further

I think it is high me now to find out ways and means to

treatment is needed a er them?

make our products not only compliant with, but also founded

Pain‐killers are necessary to give immediate relief, but they

on Shariah. Our research should now focus on how we can

are not enough to cure the deep‐rooted ailments.

move from debt‐based to equity‐based instruments in their

The idea was that a er star ng their opera ons on the basis

true spirit, so that they may demonstrate the beauty of

of these instruments, they should gradually proceed towards

Islamic finance based on its economic ethos.

the ideal forms of Islamic finance.

No

Failure to abide by this idea has caused many problems

implementa on, but they are not insurmountable for an

resul ng in total neglect of equity‐based financing. Despite

industry that is growing so fast, if serious importance is

the diﬀerences we have explained above between interest

a ached to this vital issue, which must be the next topic of

and these instruments, they have many similari es in the net

our discussion in a workshop devoted for this purpose

result, especially because of the benchmark used for their
pricing. This has prompted Islamic Financial Ins tu ons to
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doubt,

there

are

s ll

some

hurdles

in

their

Academic Article

Origins And
Evolution Of Risk
Sharing In Islam
By Prof. Dr. Murat Çizakça
Classical sources of Islam prohibit interest transac ons but encourage business
partnerships and trade. While interest transac ons shi

the risks from the

capitalist to the entrepreneur, partnerships lead the two to share them. Thus, Islam
prefers risk sharing to risk shi ing. Since it is the risks which generate profits and
losses, it follows that when risks are shared, profits and losses are also shared.
Thus, risk sharing leads to a share economy, that’s what an Islamic economy is
supposed to be all about. But all of this is theory. What about applica on? In all
cultures economic theory is translated into applica on via ins tu ons. If so, which
ins tu ons are we talking about? 3 We start with the interest prohibi on and
business partnerships. Everything boils down how the capital of the capitalist is
combined with the work and talent of the entrepreneur. In the conven onal
system this is done with credit transac ons and the rate of interest. In an Islamic
economy it is done by business partnerships.
Two ques ons here:
1) Which partnerships
2) Are these partnerships specific to a locality or universal? In Islamic economic
history, the most important partnerships observed were the Mudaraba and its
deriva ves. Mudaraba was born in the Middle East but then spread to the whole
of the Islamic world from the Atlan c to the Pacific. With the crusaders, it even
spread to Europe. During the late 12th century Eleanor of Aquitane, Queen of
France, brought the Islamic law of Partnerships as well as the Admiralty Law
from Jerusalem to France. In France at the Island of Oleron, these laws were
then incorporated into the Lex Mercatoria –the medieval European law of
commerce.
1 Thus the Islamic partnership and mari me laws cons tuted the essence of the
Murat Çizakça

later corporate law of the West. Another remarkable feature of the classical

Murat Çizakça is the Professor of Islamic
Finance, Compara ve Economic and Financial
History at INCEIF in Kuala Lumpur. He is also a
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Islamic Capitalism and Finance.

Islamic partnerships is their resilience.
A thousand years a er their birth, they can be observed in O oman finances
without any change in their structure.
2 There is one financial instrument, however, which can be considered as typical
O oman. These were the Cash Waqfs. Cash waqfs were charitable founda ons
established with cash.
3 In brief, their modus operandi was as follows: A wealthy person donated a certain
amount of cash for a charitable purpose. The money was invested and the
revenue it generated was spent for the charitable purpose of the dona on. When
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Imam Zufar was asked during the 8 th century how a cash

return, enjoyed the right to collect taxes for the rest of his

waqf should func on, he said, the cash capital should be

life. Now the risks were shared fairly: If the entrepreneur

invested with mudaraba. But when O oman cash waqfs

lived a long life he would make substan al profits, and the

were studied, it became clear that they did not apply

state would lose. If he lived a short life, 8 the state could

mudaraba. Had they done so, they would have been risk

take back the tax‐farm at his death and re‐sell it again at a

sharing instruments. Instead, they applied is glal, a

new auc on making substan al profits. With such risk

basically risk shi ing instrument. Why did the O oman

sharing, the gharar was eliminated as well. As a result of all

cash waqfs fail to apply Imam Zufar’s ruling? The most

this, the O oman state was able to increase its revenues

plausible explana on is the profit limits imposed by the

by 1400%.4 This is a drama c confirma on of the rela ve

O oman state. As it is well known, Mudaraba is a risky

eﬃciency of risk sharing vis a vis risk shi ing in state

instrument and it may end up with losses. Such losses can

finance.

be tolerated only if there is no upper limit imposed on

But even such financial successes could not protect the

profits. But maximum profit limits in the range of 5 to 20

O oman state from the aggression of Imperial Russia,

percent were the rule in the O oman economy. With such

which was enjoying a popula on explosion and had

profit controls waqf trustees refused to apply the risky

doubled its popula on during the 18th century. O oman

mudaraba and preferred is glal. Thus, profit limits

armies suﬀered a disastrous defeat in 1774 and a huge war

imposed by the state killed any poten al for risk sharing by

indemnity had to be paid. A new system that would be

cash waqfs. So, the relevance of all this for us today is that

able to collect this amount, rapidly and in a Shariah

risk sharing and profit limits imposed by an authority 6 are

compliant way, was needed. The solu on found was the

simply incompa ble. All of this pertains to private finance.

esham.

What about state finance? Indeed, all governments need

In this system, the state set aside an asset, which yielded a

to borrow money from the public. But how does an Islamic

regular annual revenue. It then allocated a certain frac on

government do this? Obviously it cannot borrow with

of this revenue for esham. This revenue frac on was then

interest. The earliest solu on found was tax‐farming.

securi zed into equal shares and oﬀered for sale to the

The origins of tax‐farming can be traced back to the early

public. Each share authorized its purchaser, the investor, to

centuries of Islam. The O oman version of this system was

receive his share of the allocated annual revenue pro rata.

called il zam, In il zam, entrepreneurs were delegated the

This was a fixed amount. The investor received his annuity

right to collect taxes. So, taxes were collected by the

for as long as he lived. Each share was sold at a certain

private enterprise. Can we consider this arrangement as

mul ple of the annuity it was to yield to the investor.

risk sharing? Not really, the state was shi ing all the risks

Usually, the price of a share was determined as 5 to 12

upon the agent or the entrepreneur. Indeed, the

mes the annuity it yielded. Once bought, each sehm was

entrepreneur not only paid a fixed amount to the state,
but he also did not have any guarantee that he would be

nego able and could be sold in secondary markets.
Two ques ons would be relevant here.

allowed to collect taxes for a certain period. Moreover,

1) Was esham usurious?

With so much uncertainty and risk shi ing, il zam also 7

2) Was it an instrument of risk sharing? It was not usurious.

contained elements of gharar. The consequence of all this

What makes esham non‐usurious, riba free, 10 was the fact

risk shi ing and gharar was that the state was not earning

that :

much. This became obvious in 1683, when O oman armies

first, redemp on was at the discre on of the state. Put

were defeated at the gates of Vienna. In 1695 a new

diﬀerently, the borrower, i.e., the state paid back the

system, the malikane, had to be introduced. Now the

principal only when it felt like it. There was no pre‐fixed and

tenure of the entrepreneur increased to his life‐ me. Thus,

obligatory date of redemp on.

the entrepreneur could collect taxes for the rest of his life.

Second, there was uncertainty and risk sharing. This was a

In return for this increased reliability of the tenure, the

result of the uncertainty of the life‐span of the investor, as

entrepreneurs began to compete in the auc ons and the

well as, the fluctua ng economic conjuncture. As was the

auc on prices increased greatly, yielding much higher

case with malikane, in esham also, if the investor enjoyed

revenues to the state. Malikane can be considered as a

longevity, the state would lose, and if he lived a short life it

system of risk sharing. The entrepreneur took a great risk

would gain. So, the risk with regard to the life‐span was

and made a very large lump‐sum payment up front, but, in

shared.

Profit/loss

sharing

reflec ng

the

economic
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conjuncture also occurred when the investor sold his share in

designed as mul ple mudarabas. Consequently, It was a truly

secondary markets at current prices. In short, esham system

risk sharing system. But it did not last and all the other

involved risk sharing as well as profit and loss sharing.

Islamic banks established later on applied murabaha rather

Finally, we may ask, was esham successful in mee ng the

than Mudaraba in their asset sides. Thus they abandoned risk

financial needs of the O oman state? The new system

sharing and focused on trade financing based on the

succeeded in raising one‐third of the war indemnity within

murabaha mark‐up.

less than a year. Within ten years of its establishment, in

What Needs to be Done? Replacement of mudaraba by

1785, 11 Esham generated 11.500.000 gruş revenue, which

murabaha has caused great disappointment with the Islamic

was more than half of the en re revenue of the state. It has

banks. This is because, Murabaha is a simple mark‐up, it

been calculated that what the previous malikane system was

operates in similar fashion to the rate of interest and is not

able to generate in 90 years, Esham succeeded to generate in

based upon risk sharing. So, how can the Islamic banks be

only 10 years.6 On the down side, total annuity payments

encouraged to focus on mudaraba financing, which was the

reached 10% of the total expenditure of the state. Basically a

original design of Dr. Ahmed el‐Naggar? Very briefly, the

risk‐sharing system, Esham came to dominate the O oman

following observa ons may be made. 13 Half a century of

public finance for the next century or so and played a

experience since 1963 has taught us that it is unrealis c to

decisive role in the survival of the O oman state un l the

expect Islamic Banks to be involved in risk sharing with their

20th century.

clients, who demand fixed returns. So, private sector risk

Twen eth Century Developments and the Present:

sharing needs to be undertaken by non‐bank financial

The most important development of the 20th century in

ins tu ons. Western experience since the Second World War

Islamic finance was the establishment of the first Islamic

indicates to venture capital as the most per nent non‐bank

bank in Mit Ghamr in Egypt by Dr. Ahmed el‐Naggar. El‐

financial ins tu on. Indeed, it has been shown that venture

Naggar’s bank was based on a two layer mul ple mudaraba.

capital is in perfect harmony with the teachings of the

In other words, both the liability and the asset sides were

classical sources of Islam. Indeed, this American ins tu on,
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the financier of such companies as Apple, Fed Ex, Amazon

would be a great support. In the US the 1974 ERISA Act did

etc., has a structure that is, mysteriously, iden cal to the

just that with a huge impact. On the Asset Side: The main

Islamic mul ple mudaraba.7 If a western ins tu on is highly

principle to be remembered is this: the ul mate goal of the

successful and it is also prac cally iden cal to a classical

venture capitalist is to sell the shares of the entrepreneurial

Islamic ins tu on, then it is obvious that Muslims should do

firm he has financed, preferably with great profits. For this;

their utmost to re‐introduce it.

6) Well func oning “over the counter markets” need to be

Introducing Venture Capital:

established.

The following simple principles must be remembered while

7) Professors and their research students are the ideal

establishing a venture capital sector.

poten al entrepreneurs. Venture capital‐university linkages

1) The heart of VC is the venture capital company. So, the

are very important. Universi es must give professors and

state must make the establishment of these companies as

their students the freedom to establish their own companies.

easy as possible. Insis ng on a high threshold minimum paid‐

Only then the venture capital companies can become

in capital would be wrong. This was the mistake that the

ac vely engaged with universi es. 8) If research is financed

Turkish Capital Market Board did during the 1990s. A venture

with government money, patents obtained should not be in

capital should not be confused with banks. A VC does not

the name of the state but in the name of the research team.

collect deposits, therefore it does not create risks for the

The Bayh‐Dole Act of 1980 did precisely this in the US, with

public. If it goes bust, it would only hurt its own

very impressive 16 results. This is essen al to make the most

shareholders. So, no paid‐in capital requirement should be

out of the university technoparks. 9) Since VC is simply

imposed at all.

impossible without entrepreneurs and the domes c pool of

2) Venture Capital is a private sector ac vity. Some state

entrepreneurs may be insuﬃcient, immigra on rules can be

support might be needed ini ally, but this must be strictly for

relaxed for skilled foreign poten al entrepreneurs.

the short term.

Conclusion:

3) Ini al state support should be in the form of fund

The essence of this paper is that it is the economic

matching. This means, the government can declare that 15 if

circumstances which shape ins tu ons. In other words, you

a VC has decided to finance an entrepreneur, the state shall

cannot introduce a desired ins tu on simply by passing a

also buy the shares of that entrepreneur at a maximum rate

law. Ins tu ons do not emerge because they are desired due

of 49%.

to ideological reasons. They spring into being when they are

4) Tax breaks can be also important. Capital Gains Tax should

needed. Law responds to economic circumstances, not the

be zero percent. Inheritances if invested in equi es can also

other way around. So, the duty of the state is to prepare the

be taxed at zero percent.

economic condi ons which will favour certain ins tu ons.

5) Pension funds can be a very important source for venture

Enterprising individuals will do the rest.

capital companies. If these funds are given the permission to
invest even a small percentage of their funds in VC, that
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Islamic finance studies

Early Doctrines On
Waqf
By Prof. Joseph Franz Schacht
I.
The origin of the ins tu on of waqf cannot be traced to any single source; it is, as
Heﬀening and San llana have seen, the result of the combina on of several factors
and various elements which were in mately fused during the forma ve period of
Muhammadan law. In this paper, I do not intend to discuss again the ingredients
which went into the making of the ins tu on of waqf; I rather propose to draw
a en on to some early doctrines concerning it which, it seems to me, are apt to
throw new light on the development of its theory. The main sources for these early
doctrines are theMudauwana of Saḥnūn (d. 240), a work which contains the
opinions of Mālik (d. 179), of Ibn Qāsim (d. 191), and of other early authori es of
Medina, theKitab Ahkām al‐Waqf by Hilāl (d. 245), a work which contains authen c
informa on on the doctrines of Abū Ḥanīfa (d. 150), of Abū Yūsuf (d. 182), and of
other early Iraqian authori es, the Kitāb al‐Siyar al Kabīr of Shaibānī (d. 189), who
in this book, mainly concerned with the law of war, has occasion to deal with an
important aspect of waqf, and the Kitāb al‐Umm of Shāf‘I (d. 204) in which the
author works but his own doctrine in polemical discussion with his Medinese and
Iraqian predecessors. These texts, and a few others, carry us straight into the
forma ve period of Muhammadan jurisprudence concerning waqf. In this
connexion, I should like to formulate the self evident methodical rule that
informa on on the doctrine of a given author ought to be sought in his own
wri ngs or at least in more or less contemporary sources; the simplified and
systema zed statements of later handbooks should not be taken as reliable
evidence on the teaching of the early authori es. I shall begin with the doctrine of
Medina, because the conclusions at which I arrived in my Origins of Muhammedan
Jurisprudence show that the ancient Medinese doctrine, though o en dependent
on Iraqian opinion, usually lags behind it and therefore represents an earlier stage.
Joseph Franz Schacht
was a Bri sh‐German professor of Arabic and
Islam at Columbia University in New York. He
was the leading Western scholar on Islamic law,
whose Origins of Muhammadan Jurisprudence
(1950) is s ll considered a centrally important
work on the subject. One of Schacht's major
contribu ons to the history of early Islam is the
recogni on that Hadith probably stems from
those in whom the diﬀerent tradi ons of the
past converge, and this convergence Schacht
describes as "common link". This concept was
later used produc vely by many other
orientalist.

II.
The first salient feature of the doctrine of Mālik and his companions on waqf, as
expounded in the Mudauwana, is the important place taken by contribu ons to the
holy war, ḥabs

sabīl Allāh. If a benefactor uses the expression

sabīl Allāh

without further specifica on, it is considered to refer to the holy war. In the
majority of the cases discussed, the objects of these chari es

sabīl Allāh are

movables, such as horses, weapons, and garments; according to Ibn Qāsim, also
slaves may be given and employed for purposes of the holy war. Speaking of the
ḥabs of movables, Ibn Qāsim dis nguishes three kinds: (a) for individuals, (b) for
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sabīl Allāh

In Shāfi‘i’s doctrine, too, this ancient kind of waqf or ḥabs has

are intended to be used up by normal wear and tear; the

le its traces. Shāfi‘i defines the waqf technically as a ṣadaqa

doctrine concerning their disposal when they become

mu‐ḥarrama mauqūfa, to which he assimilates mā subbila

unsuitable for further use in war is somewhat uncertain;

maḥbūsan, which means «that which has been made a ḥ

YaḤmā b. Sa‘id (d. 143) deals with a case which must o en

sabīl Allāh» (Umm III. 274). He thereby dis nguishes

have presented itself in prac ce, of a man who sells a horse

between the ordinary

which had been given to him as ḥabs, by which is obviously

permanent, its use or profit only being devoted to the

meant the ḥabs

sabīl Allāh and is men oned rather in

purpose for which the waqf has been created, and the

contrast to it. In another passage (XV. 99), Mālik deals with

contribu on to the holy war which, Snāfi‘i is clear, is to be

the case of a man who by legacy makes his house a ḥabs, but

used up; but this dis nc on has no further importance in his

thinks that in a place like Alexandria, where the majority of

doctrine.

ḥubus is

All this shows the great prac cal importance that the ḥabs

the poor, (c)

sabīl Allāh. The movables given

sabīl Allāh, the administrator is probably en tled

waqf which according to him is

to use his discre on in the ma er and to devote the ḥabs to

sabīl Allāh, par cularly in the fron er posts of Islam,

this last purpose. In analogy with other passages in the

possessed during the whole of the second century. This kind

Mudauwana, where Mālik deals with the ḥabs of houses (XV.

of ḥabs con nued the ṣadaqa

107, 111), we must conclude that the house is to be used fo

passages of the Koran had consistently and forcefully

rhte accommoda on of warriors. Hilāl refers to the same

enjoined upon the believers in Medina. The prac ce of

sabīl Allāh, which many

custom (see below). According to Rabi‘a (d. 136), every ḥabs

individual contribu ons to the holy war during the first

or ṣadaqa (he uses both words as synonyms, as many ancient

genera ons of Islam was an important cons tuent factor of

Medinese do) is to be used in the most appropriate way;

the ins tu on of waqf.

animals in the holy war, and the produce of property in any

III.

way proper to a ṣadaqa (an allusion to Sura IX. 60) that the

The ancient Medinese doctrine, which has survived in the

administrator may decide XV, 98 f.).

Māliki school, recognizes a temporary ḥabs in favour of a

In Iraq, Shaibāni deals at length with contribu ons to the

determined person or number of persons, a er whose death

holy war in his Iitāb al‐Siyar al‐Kabir. In the chapter en tled

it reverts to the original owner or to his heirs. This doctrine is

al ḥabīs fū sabūl Allāh (IV. 248251), he speaks of

expressed, for instance, in a statement reported by Ibn Wahb

contribu ons of horses and weapons; the problems and the

(d. 192) with an isrād of two transmi ers. «It is held that if a

solu ons are similar to those found in the Mudauwana; an

man makes a ḥabs in favour of another without saying, and

isolated passage (II. 214‐217) gives addi onal details. The

for your posterity a er you, it reverts to him, or to his heirs

long chapter that immediately follows the first (IV. 251‐281)

under the normal rules of inheritance, if he dies before the

deals, in addi on, with contribu ons of money, either

beneficiary or the beneficiaries of the ḥbs» (Mud. XV. 102).

outright or by legacy; unless a specific purpose is prescribed,

Ibn Wahb ascribes a similar doctrine, with an isnād of one

it is used for equipping and paying warriors.

transmi er, to Abul Zinād (d. 130): «A ḥabs made in favour

In the me of Hilāl, the prac cal importance of the waqf

of a man and of his children, as long as they live, with the

sabīl Allāh, though it was always recognized in theory, had

provision that it shall not be sold or made a gi or inherited,

greatly diminished, Hilāl men ons the holy war as one of the

a er their ex nc on reverts to the next of kin of him who

legi mate purposes of a waqf (p. 10), and singles out the

made it a ḥabs and aṣadaqa» (ibid. 103). This is on the

construc on of a house in a fron er post as accommoda on

doctrine of Rabi‘a, reported by Ibn Wahb on the authority of

sabīl Allāh as a valid kind of waqf (p. 18). In

the same transmi er; «If a man makes his house a ḥabs in

for the warriors

another passage he says that the waqf (or the ṣadaqa

favour of his children and the children of another man, they

mauqūfa, as he calls it) of animals, merchandise, and

inhabit it un l they die out; then his own next of kin take it

garments is not valid; it is valid, he says, in houses and land

back, grandchildren or others, and not the next of kin of

only, and in horses or mules and weapons oif they are made

those whom he associated with his children»; (ibid. 102 f.).

a ṣadaqa mauqB;fa

sabīl Allāh (p. 16. F.). The general

This reversible ḥabs or ṣadaqa was called mauqūf(a) from

exclusion of movables represent s the Ḥanali doctrine of his

Rabi‘a onwards. Saḥnūn relates that Rabi‘a said: «A ṣadaqa

me; the exemp on in favour of contribu ons to the holy

mauqūfa which can be sold comes into being if a man makes

war is a concession to an ancient prac ce which had found

a ṣadaqa in favour of one or more individually determined

full recogni on in the school of Medina.

persons — meaning: for as long as they live, and not
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men oning their posterity; this is a ṣadaqa mauqūfa, and its

terminology, a charity which reverts to the original owner or

original owner may sell it, if he so wishes, a er it has

his heirs, a er the beneficiary or the beneficiaries, who must

reverted to him» (ibid. 102). The kind ofṣadaqa which Rabi‘a

necessarily be a limited number, have died out. In the

has in mind is iden cal with the ṣadaqa in the first passage

doctrine of the anonymous scholars, it refers to a charity

quoted from Ibn Wahb, Saḥnūn reports that «some of

which reverts in the same way a er an indetermined but

Mālik’s authori es held that every ḥabs or ṣadaqa in favour

nevertheless limited group of beneficiaries has died out. This

of future persons is a ḥabs mauqūf, for instance if the

kind of charity is opposed to the perpetual charity in favour

benefactor uses the words ‘for my children’, without

of the poor, and also to the quasi‐perpetual charity in favour

men oning them by name; in this case any future children of

of a man and of his posterity. Mauqūf, in Rabi‘a’s doctrine,

his are beneficiaries too; the same applies if he sayus: ‘for my

did not, as yet, express the later concept of waqf.

children and any future children of mine’, and this too is a

The term mauqūf acquired its later meaning as the

ḥabs in favour of unknown future persons» (ibid. 101). The

consequence of a doctrinal development. On one hand, the

actual terminology of these anonymous authori es of Melik

term mauqūf was transferred (or perhaps extended) to

diﬀers from that of Rabi‘a because Rab‘a uses the term

chari es in favour of indetermined groups of beneficiaries, as

mauqūfa of a ṣadaqa in favour of one or more individually

in the doctrine of the anonymous scholars; on the other, the

determined persons. It seems that Rabi‘a’s usage was the

doctrine gradually prevailed that such a charity should revert

original one, and the other secondary. In any case, this does

to the original owner not as full property, to be inherited by

not eﬀect the meaning of mauqūf itself.

his heirs, but only as a ḥabs, that is to say, in usufruct, to be

If we read the passages in ques on as they stand, dismissing

transmi ed to his next of kin, or that, even as a ḥabs it

from our minds the later terminological meaning of waqf and

should not revert to the original owner at all, but only to his

mauqūf, the word takes on its obvious and natural meaning

next of kin. Mālik’s doctrine, as stated by Ibn Qāsim,

of «provisional», «le in suspense». A ṣadaqa mauquūfa or a

represents a stage of transi on (Ibid. 102).

ḥabs mauqūf is originally, in Rabi‘’s archaic doctrine and
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(1) If a man makes his house a ḥabs in favour of another man

The temporary ḥabs which was recognized in Medina and

and of his posterity, without specifying them individually,

survived in the Māliki school, must at some me have existed

and neither uses the term ṣadaqa nor states that it is not to

in Iraq. We conclude this not so much from the fact that

be sold or made a gi , it is a ḥabs. (This quasi‐perpetual

Shaibni declares such a temporary ḥabs, whether made for

charity would never have been considered a ḥabs mauqūf in

the holy war or in favour of individually determined persons,

ancient terminology).

invalid (Siyar IV. 271) — this may merely be polemics against

(2) If the same disposi on is made in favour of a number of

the Medinese doctrine —, or because the late commentator

specified persons, Malik’s doctrine varies: (a) some mes, he

Sarakhsi (d. 483) on this passage a ributes to Abu Yūsuf the

said, always supposing the man had said ḥabs and not

opinion that a waqf may be temporary or permanent, but

ṣadaqa, and had made no provision that the house should

because the ancient doctrine of the Basrians was formulated

not be sold or made a gi : it reverts to the original owner if

in conscious opposi on to it. Hilāl, himself a man of Basra

he is alive, or else to his heirs, as full property; (b) but

(though a Ḥanafi, because in his

me the school of Abū

occasionally he said: it does not revert to him but remains a

Ḥanīfa had superseded the ancient local or geographical

ḥabs, as if he had s pulated that it must not be sold», or « a

school of Iraq), states repeatedly that «the people and

ḥabs and ṣadaqa», then — although the beneficiaries may be

judges of Basra have always insisted that every waqf must

individually determined — it is mauqūf and a er the death of

finally go to the poor» (pp. 5, 8). He further states that

the beneficiaries reverts to the next of kin of the original

«some lawyers», who must be the same Basrians who seem

owner but never to him himself, though he may be alive. The

to have survived as a group within the Hanefi school down to

word mauqūf is a valent here; it is s ll used, it is true, of a

the me of Hilāl, demand that the poor should be explicitly

temporary charity, but of a charity which can never again

men oned as the ul mate beneficiaries of each waqf, and do

become full property. Diﬀerent in details (and, as far as we

not consider it suﬃcient that this ul mate des na on be

can see, systema zed and less reliable), but similar in its

implied by the terms ṣadaqa lillāhi, etc. (p. 9). This last

general purport is a parallel statement of Saḥnūn on the

remark is an allusion to the doctrine of the majority of the

doctrine of Mālik (ibid. 101): if someone makes a ḥabs, in

Ḥanafis, who took the ul mate reversion of every waqf to

favour of a man and his posterity, or a man and his children

the poor for granted, and could therefore be content with an

and children’s children, or his own children, and neither

implicit allusion to that final purpose. It is obvious that the

men ons the term ṣadaqa nor fixes an ul mate purpose of

doctrine of the Basrians does not represent a secondary

the ḥabs, and the beneficiaries die out — then, according to

increase in strictness as compared with that of the others,

Mālik, this ḥabs is mauqūf, it cannot be sold or made a gi ,

but embodies the direct reac on of the scholars of Basra to a

and reverts to the next of kin of the original owner, as ḥabs.

doctrine similar to that held in Medina. As the influences

These words of Saḥnun, incidentally, are the only allusion in

during the early period in ques on proceeded almost

the chapter on ḥabs in the Mudauwana to an ul mate or

invariably from Iraq and not from Medina, we are jus fied in

subsidiary reversion of aḥabs to the poor. This alone is

postula ng for Iraq the same ancient concept of a temporary

suﬃcient to show how far Mālik’s concept of ḥabs s ll was

waqf which alters the ex nc on of the beneficiaries reverted

from the later, common idea of āabs or waqf. The reversal of

to the original owner or his heirs. It is therefore likely that

temporary ḥubus to the original owners, we are told, was

the concept of mauqūf, too, connected as it was with the

frequent in Medina in Melik’s me (ibid. 110).

idea of a temporary waqf, originated and further developed

Shefi&146;I who lived in the second half of the second

in Iraq and, with a certain me‐lag, was taken over in its

century, s ll seems to have le the term mauqūf, used in its

diﬀerent stages in Medina.

later meaning, as redundant. In the first lines of his chapter

IV

on ḥabs, it is true, he defines the ordinary waqf, as we have

It is well known that Abū Ḥanīfa considered invalid every

seen, as a ṣadaqa muḥarrama mauqūfa (Umm III. 274), but

waqf that was not made under a legacy (and therefore

further on he uses by preference ṣa‐daqa muḥarrama only

subject to the limit of one third of the estate, and revocable

(ibid. 225, 279 f.). In his me, therefore, outside Iraq (on

by the benefactor during his life me), The reason for this

which, unfortunately, there is li le evidence concerning the

doctrine, however, is less obvious. Sarakhsi must have felt

history of the term), mauqūf had not yet become a normal

some diﬃculty in explaining it, because he says in his Kitāb al

a ribute of the kind of charity which later became known as

‐Mabsūt (Cairo 1324, vol. XII, 27); «Some of our Companions

waqf.

believe that the waqf is invalid (ghair jā’iz) in the opinion of
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Abū Ḥanifa» he himself goes on to make a dis nc on

hand it over, it is valid and irrevocable; but if he does not

between fāiz and lāzim in the doctrine of Abū Ḥanīfa, this

hand it over to another person, it is invalid and revocable

ḥabs has no eﬀect (laisa bishai’) ..... in the same way as

and he can sell it, and it is part of his estate» (Hilāl, p. 13). Ibn

any waqf in his doctrine» From the work of Hilāl (p. 12 ﬀ.) it

Abi Lailā, we see, hovers between the two concepts» «null

becomes clear that what Abū Ḥan considered invalid was

and void» and «revocable» which are, strictly speaking,

awaqf, inter vivos, in favour of the poor, whether the poor

incompa ble in this context. It may fairly be doubted

were men oned as beneficiaries explicitly as the Basrians

whether Abū Ḥanīfa himself clearly dis nguished the two

demanded, or were included by implica on, and that he did

aspects.

so for systema c reason that for the waqf to be valid and

One of the most natural forms of public benefac ons in Islam

systema cally feasible, the ownership (milk) must be

was the building of mosques and the undertaking of other

transferred to someone other than the original owner and a

public works for the use of the Muslims; this ac vity, in the

transfer to the indeterminate body of the poor could not be

same way as the making of contribu ons to the holy way,

envisaged. As a secondary argument, an alleged tradi on

was an important factor in the development of the

from Shuraiḥ was adduced. The systema c argument would

ins tu on and doctrine of waqf. There can be no doubt that

not apply to one’s own rela ves, or to one’s poor neighbours

it was well under way in the first half of the second century,

and we find in fact that Abū Ḥanīfa recognized the waqf in

when

favour of these two groups of persons (pp. 171, 198). It is not

considera on, Abū Ḥanīfa made a concession in favour of

clear how he envisaged the ul mate des na on of such

mosques (in later terminology, that would be an is ḥsān on

awaqf. The argument equally does not apply if a waqf for the

his part), but he held that no public work other than a

poor is created by legacy, where the ques on of milk does

mosque could be a valid waqf (Hilāl, p. 18). Both to works of

not arise in the same way.

public u lity and to benefac ons for the poor, Abū Ḥanīfa

Mālik’s doctrine is fundamentally similar: «If a man, whilst he

applied strict and rigid systema c reasoning, without much

is in good health, makes his garden a ḥabs or a ṣadaqa for

regard for the prac ce; this is in keeping with the general

the poor, and does not relinquish possession un l he does,

character of his legal reasoning.

this is not valid because it is not a legacy; and if it is not a

Abū Yūsuf, Shāfi‘I tell us (Umm III. 281), diverged from the

legacy it is valid only if he relinquishes possession before he

doctrine of Abū Ḥanīfa under the influence of tradi ons; this

dies ...... This is the opinion of Mālik» (Mad. XV. 108). Saḥnūn

again is in keeping with his legal reasoning as a whole. There

adds

is no reason to credit this anecdote, reported by so late an

tradi ons

collected

by

Ibn

Wahb

concerning

Abū

Ḥanīfa

lived.

For

an

obvious

material

Companions of the Prophet and others, to the eﬀect that a

author as Sarakhasi (Mabsūṭ) that Abū Yūsuf changed his

ṣadaqa is not valid unless possession has been taken. The

opinion on the occasion of his pilgrimage in company of the

diﬀerence between Mālik and Abū Ḥanīfa, on the evidence of

Caliph Rashid, when he saw the numerous waqf made by the

the oldest texts, is that Mālik envisages and recognizes the

Companions of the Prophet in Medina. Abū Yūsuf did not

taking of possession on behalf of the poor by an appointed

need a pilgrimage to become aware of this; his doc trine

administrator, whereas for AbB; Ḥan, the presence of the

con nued the old tradi on from which only Abū Ḥanīfa, in

poor even as ul mate beneficiaries invalidates even a waqf

the interest of rigid systema c thought, and diverged for a

that can be handed over to an individually determined first

moments.

beneficiary.

These few remarks, I trust, will show that in order to gain a

The doctrine of Ibn Abi Laila (d. 148), a cadi of Kufa and

true picture of the early development of Muhammadan law

contemporary of Abū Ḥanīfa, is similar to that of Mālik: «If a

and jurisprudence, we must go back to the early sources

man makes a ṣadaqa mauqūfaand makes the poor the

themselves.

ul mate beneficiaries, and does not hand it over to an
administrator but makes himself one of the administrators, it
is null and void (bā l); if he makes another person the
administrator and gives him power to take possession and
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Islamic Finance Studies

Proposal for the
Dubai World Islamic
Finance Arbitration
Tribunal (DWIFAC)
and Jurisprudence
Of fice (DWIFACJO)
By Camille Paldi
Introduc on
As the Islamic finance industry is growing annually at a rate of 10% to 15% per year,
it is impera ve that a unique, independent legal framework is established in order
to eﬀec vely adjudicate Islamic finance disputes. Currently, Islamic finance
disputes are being adjudicated in inadequate civil and common law courts and
arbitra on centers where the contracts in dispute are being transformed from
Islamic to conven onal transac ons. The aim of this paper is to explore the role of
the Dubai World Islamic Finance Arbitra on Center (“DWIFAC”) and its’
jurisprudence oﬃce (DWIFACJO) as the dispute resolu on center of the Islamic
finance industry, fi ng in with the recent 2013 Sheikh Mohammad ‘Dubai as the
Capital of the Islamic Economy’ ini a ve.
Islamic finance contracts should include an addi onal standardized dispute
resolu on contract issued by Dubai World Islamic Finance Arbitra on Center
Jurisprudence Oﬃce (‘DWIFACJO’) with a built‐in dispute resolu on procedure
similar to the Interna onal Federa on of Consul ng Engineers (‘FIDIC’) designa ng
Camille Paldi

the Dubai World Islamic Finance Arbitra on Center (‘DWIFAC’) as the arbitra on

Arabist and a specialist in Islamic thought and
prac ce. She has worked on many aspects of
Islam, from the me of the Prophet to the
contemporary period; she conducted textual
studies and have done fieldwork. She did two
major fieldwork projects in Egypt, one on
lives
in
Muslim
women's
religious
contemporary Egypt (1980‐81) and another on
Sufism in modern Egypt (1987‐89). As Director
of the Center for South Asian and Middle
Eastern Studies, much of her me and energy is
now devoted to promo ng these areas of study
on our campus.

center. If the contractual dispute resolu on procedure is exhausted, then the
dispute may be referred to DWIFAC, which may u lize the Model Islamic Banking
Law created by DWIFACJO as the substan ve law of the arbitra on, the procedural
law of the seat of the arbitra on, and the DWIFAC arbitra on rules, which includes
Shari’ah and lex mercatoria. The arbitra on center may be staﬀed with the world’s
top Shari’ah scholars and Islamic finance lawyers, judges, and experts who can
provide input about the Shari’ah aspects of the dispute through the use of an
Islamic form of ex aqueo et bono, which allows disputes to be se led using
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commercial prac ce rather than purely legal devices.

firm establish its own Shari’ah Supervisory Authority (‘SSA’)

DWIFAC and DWIFACJO
DWIFAC along with the

consis ng of three members, to be approved by the Shari’ah
DWIFAC

Jurisprudence

Oﬃce

Supervisory Council (ISRA 2013:656) and inserted into the

shall be the central command sta on for Islamic finance

ar cles of associa on (ISRA 2013: 656). The SSA is obligated

dispute resolu on in the UAE, GCC, and the world, providing

to apply Shari’ah to the company opera ons and contracts

a standardized contract with built‐ in dispute resolu on, a

(Thani, Abdullah, Hasan 2004: 256).

uniform Islamic banking law, an arbitra on center, and a

DWIFACJO may take the opportunity to formulate and issue

centralized Shari’ah authority in the form of the Supreme

a Uniform Islamic Banking Law based upon the dra of the

Shari’ah Council.

UAE 1985 Islamic Banking Law, UAE Federal Law No. 6 of

It is clear that state courts in common and civil law

1985 Regarding Islamic Banks, Financial Ins tu ons and

jurisdic ons are inadequate to adjudicate Islamic finance

Investment Companies, the Law Regula ng Islamic Financial

disputes due to the lack of recogni on of Shari’ah law, lack of

Business DIFC Law No. 13 of 2004, and AAOIFI standards. The

independent Shari’ah advisory commi ees, and/or the

new law may then be u lized as the substan ve law in

inability of court staﬀ to apply eﬀec vely Islamic finance and

DWIFAC arbitra ons and submi ed to the UAE government

Shari’ah concepts in dispute resolu on. In addi on, the

for approval and gaze ng as this law would be necessary for

currently exis ng arbitra on centers are insuﬃcient to

the UAE in order to fulfil its mandate of becoming the capital

handle Islamic finance ma ers due to lack of properly trained

of the Islamic economy. In addi on, DWIFAC may establish a

staﬀ, inadequate procedure and rules, misapplica on and

central Shari’ah Supervisory Authority or Supreme Shari’ah

non‐applica on of Shari’ah and preference for na onal law,

Council for the UAE, which may be u lized by all exis ng UAE

legal uncertainty, and lack of popularity as a mode of dispute

dispute resolu on bodies, including the Central Bank of the

resolu on. DWIFAC may oﬀer the Islamic finance industry a

UAE, the Dubai Courts, and the DIFC/DFSA, which lacks such

globally recognized arbitra on center complete with the

a board. The Supreme Shari’ah Council may fulfil its original

DWIFAC jurisprudence oﬃce, which may issue a uniform

purpose of approving the Shari’ah boards of all Islamic

Islamic banking law and a standardized DWIFAC dispute

financial ins tu ons in the UAE, including in the DIFC.

resolu on contract, crea ng harmony, legal certainty, and

The DWIFAC Standardized Dispute Resolu on Contract

investor confidence in and across the Islamic finance

I propose that DWIFACJO issue a standardized dispute

industry. The DWIFAC standardized dispute resolu on

resolu on contract, which may be a ached to the main

contract contains a built‐in dispute resolu on mechanism,

contract. The DWIFACJO standardized dispute resolu on

facilita ng early dispute se lement and comple on of

contract may contain a similar built‐in dispute resolu on

contracts. This contract may be a ached to all Islamic

mechanism as the FIDIC contract containing three stages

finance contracts industry‐wide, making DWIFAC the central

including (1) the Dispute Resolu on Board (‘DAB’), (2)

dispute resolu on authority for the industry.

amicable se lement, and (3) final referral to DWIFAC

DWIFACJO Uniform Banking Law

arbitra on. Within thirty days of the occurrence of the

As it stands now, the UAE does not have an Islamic Banking

subject‐ma er of a dispute, any party to the contract may

law, however, it has a law allowing Islamic Banks to exist,

submit a claim to the DAB, addressed to the chairman of the

UAE Federal Law No. 6 of 1985 Regarding Islamic Banks,

DAB and with a copy to all par es of the contract. However,

Financial Ins tu ons, and Investment Companies. There had

if any of the par es to the contract considers that there are

previously been a proposed law for governing Islamic banks

circumstances, which jus fy the late submission, she may

in 1985, but it had not been backed up by a decree and

submit the details to the DAB for a ruling. If the DAB

therefore, that is why the law is not in existence now.

considers that it, in all the circumstances, is fair and

However, Federal Law No. 6 of 1985 was promulgated to

reasonable that the late submission be accepted, the DAB

legalize Islamic banking in the UAE. Ar cle 5 provides that a

shall have the authority to override the relevant thirty day

Supreme Shari’ah Council should be established and

limit and if it so decides, it shall advise both the par es

approved through a cabinet decision, but it never

accordingly.

materialized. The Supreme Shari’ah Council would oversee

The DAB shall have sixty days to issue a binding ruling, which

Islamic

investment

must be implemented immediately. If either party is not

companies and its opinion would be binding. However,

sa sfied with the DAB ruling, either party can give no ce of

Ar cle 6 was implemented, which requires that each Islamic

dissa sfac on to the other before the thirty days a er the

banks,

financial

ins tu ons,

and
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day on which she received the decision on or before the

dispute amicably before the commencement of arbitra on.

thirty days a er the day on which the said period of sixty

However, unless both Par es agree otherwise, arbitra on

days expired. If there is no dissa sfac on within thirty days

may be commenced on or a er the fi ieth day a er the day

a er the day on which she received the decision, the DAB’s

on which no ce of dissa sfac on was given. The a empt to

decision shall become final and binding upon both par es.

obtain an amicable se lement during this prescribed period

The DAB’s decision may then only be overturned by

of fi y days is a condi on precedent to a referral to

se lement or arbitra on.

arbitra on. There is no given meframe to refer a dispute to

The DAB shall consist of three people who must be suitably

arbitra on, however, it should be without undue delay. Once

qualified in law, Islamic finance, and Shari’ah. Each party

the arbitra on procedure has been ini ated, the arbitra on

shall nominate one member for the approval of the other

shall commence according to the DWIFAC arbitra on rules.

party. The par es shall consult both these members and shall

The arbitrator(s) shall have full power to open up, review,

agree upon the third member, who shall be appointed to act

and revise any decision of the DAB relevant to the dispute.

as chairman. However, if a list of poten al members is

Neither party shall be limited, in the proceedings before the

included in the contract, the members shall be selected from

arbitrator(s), to the evidence or arguments previously put

those on the list, other than anyone who is unable or

before the DAB to obtain its decision nor to the reasons for

unwilling to accept appointment to the DAB.

dissa sfac on given in its no ce of dissa sfac on. Any

The agreement between the par es and either a sole

decision of the DAB shall be admissible in evidence in the

member (adjudicator) or each of the three members shall

arbitra on. Arbitra on may be commenced prior to or a er

incorporate by reference the General Condi ons as wri en

comple on of the contract. The obliga ons of the Par es and

by DWIFACJO, with such amendments as agreed between

the DAB shall not be altered by reason of any arbitra on

them. The composi on of the DAB shall be by nomina on

being conducted during the progress of the contract.

and then joint‐selec on. DAB members are to be

The arbitra on shall be conducted in the English language

remunerated jointly by the par es with each paying half of

and any arbitral decision shall be final and binding. All of the

any fees. DAB members may only be replaced by mutual

DWIFAC decisions (see Appendix B) are to be published in

agreement. The appointment of any member may be

English, French, and Arabic and the arbitra on itself to be

terminated by mutual agreement of both par es, but not by

conducted in English. In the event of a conflict of laws, the

any party ac ng alone. Unless otherwise agreed by both

Shari’ah shall prevail. A valid arbitra on decision should lead

par es, the appointment of the DAB shall expire when the

to a verdict that conforms to the rules of the Shari’ah (AAOIFI

discharge of the ma er shall have become eﬀec ve. Where

2004:559). The Shari’ah and legal basis of the arbitra on

the par es fail or are otherwise unable to agree upon the

decision shall be men oned in the decision (AAOIFI

appointment, nomina on or replacement of any member of

2004:559).

the DAB, then the appoin ng oﬃcial so named in the

In the context of DWIFAC, the Center may make

contract shall make the appointment.

arrangements with the Dubai and DIFC courts for

DWIFAC may establish an Ambassadors List similar to the

enforceability of DWIFAC arbitra on awards. However,

FIDIC President’s List, from which arbitrators and DAB

par es to the dispute must realize that the arbitra on award

members may be selected, if not specified in the contract.

issued by DWIFAC may be overturned or enforced in other

Persons who have successfully completed a DWIFAC

jurisdic ons (Interna onal Bechtel Co. Ltd. v. Department of

Adjudica on

Interna onal

Civil Avia on of the Government of Dubai300 F. Supp. 2d 112

Assessment

Workshop

and

Arbitrator’s Islamic Finance Contracts Course and applied for

(DDC. 2004)) or challenged in UAE courts based on Ar cle

entry to the DWIFAC Ambassadors List of Approved Dispute

216 of the Civil Procedure Law. Shari’ah Supreme Council

Adjudicators are entered on the List for five years. Successful

decisions shall act as a source of precedent and shall be

a endees at an Adjudica on Assessment Workshop are

binding, thus providing legal certainty to Islamic finance

required to be fluent in English and to be thoroughly familiar

dispute

adjudica on.

The

Shari’ah

Supreme

Council

with Islamic finance, law, and Shari’ah.

established by DWIFAC shall act as the highest Shari’ah

There may be situa ons where a party fails to comply with a

authority for DWIFAC arbitra on, the UAE, and the DIFC.

DAB decision. In such cases, the other party may refer the

DWIFAC Rela onships Courts and Tribunals

failure to DWIFAC arbitra on. Where no ce of dissa sfac on

A special component of the DWIFAC dispute resolu on

has been given, both Par es shall a empt to se le the

mechanism is the special rela onship between DWIFAC, the
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Central Bank of the UAE, the Dubai Courts, the DIFC, DIFC‐

Shari’ah regulator connec ng all of the adjudica on

LCIA, and DIAC. The Central Bank of the UAE (‘CBUAE’) was

apparatus’s of Dubai, the UAE, and the DIFC into one

formed in 1980 and is primarily responsible for overseeing

consolidated framework for the adjudica on of Islamic

banks in the UAE, except in the DIFC, where the regulatory

finance disputes with a centralized Shari’ah authority in the

authority is the Dubai Financial Services Authority or

form of the Shari’ah Supreme Council. The decisions of the

(‘DFSA’). The DFSA is a Shari’ah Systems Regulator, requiring

Shari’ah Supreme Council shall be binding and available to

that any Islamic firm must have a Shari’ah Supervisory Board

the public for review, thereby giving certainty to legal

(‘SSB’). The DFSA is unfortunately not itself a Shari’ah

decisions and promo ng confidence amongst investors. The

regulator and has not cons tuted its’ own Shari’ah Board to

DIFC, Dubai Courts, Central Bank of the UAE, and the IICRCA

oversee the regimes in Islamic firms (DFSA: 2010). Under the

may refer arbitra on to DWIFAC and/or u lize the DWIFAC

Shari’ah Systems Regulator requirements, the firm must have

Ambassador’s List and facili es. In addi on, DWIFAC may

systems and controls to implement the SSB’s rulings and

u lize the expert determina on, media on, and other

must conduct annual Shari’ah reviews and audits and

services of the Dubai and DIFC Courts and the arbitrators of

produce disclosures based on AAOIFI standards (DFSA: 2010).

the IICRCA, DIFC‐LCIA, DIAC, and the Central Bank of the UAE

In general, most of the disclosures recommended by the IFSB

governance unit. DWIFAC awards may be enforceable in the

are already mandated in the DFSA rules (DFSA: 2011) and the

Dubai and DIFC Courts through a special protocol.

DFSA currently requires the use of AAOIFI standards for

Conclusion

Islamic financial business (DFSA: 2011). In addi on, the DFSA

The DWIFAC arbitra on center along with the DWIFAC

u lizes the IFSB standards in determining its capital

jurisprudence oﬃce provides the best solu on of the dispute

adequacy regula ons and there are also special rules for

resolu on conundrum of the Islamic finance industry,

Islamic funds and for Sukuk (DFSA: 2010).

providing a globally recognized center for dispute resolu on

The DIFC has been ac vely promo ng Islamic finance with

located in one of the world’s major financial centers, which

the Law Regula ng Islamic Financial Business DIFC Law No.

adjudicates disputes using arbitra on incorpora ng lex

13 of 2004, the establishment of the Islamic Finance Advisory

mercatoria and Shari’ah, the DWIFACJO uniform banking law,

Council in 2005, the presence of the Islamic Interna onal

the DWIFAC arbitra on rules, and the procedural law of

Ra ng Agency (‘IIRA’) from 2006, and an MOU between the

Dubai as well as uses highly qualified Shari’ah and Islamic

DFSA and the Securi es Commission of Malaysia facilita ng

finance/law arbitrators. DWIFAC may also organize and

cross‐border flows of Islamic Finance between the DIFC and

u lize the exis ng dispute resolu on framework in Dubai,

Malaysia in 2006. There appears to be a substan al amount

the DIFC, and the UAE, consolida ng the centers into one

of Islamic finance business being conducted in the DIFC,

hierarchical system, which includes the Shari’ah Supreme

under the regula on of the DFSA, however, the DIFC lacks an

Council for the eﬃcient adjudica on and regula on of

adequate Islamic finance dispute resolu on mechanism and

Islamic finance disputes.

centralized Shari’ah authority.
DWIFAC, which shall be funded by Sheikh Mohammed bin
Rashid Al Maktoum (Arabic ,(ﷴ ﺑﻦ راﺷﺪ آل ﻣﻜﺘﻮمmay act as the
independent central dispute resolu on authority and
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Islamic Finance - Italy

Internationalization:
Egypt Economic
Development
Conference
By Dr. Gianni Gregoris
The summit of Sharm where Egypt has presented major projects in an area of
extraordinary great investment opportuni es for Italian companies in sectors
renewable energy, petrochemical, construc on, agriculture, tourism and port areas
the Suez Canal and Damie a in order to develop the logis cs and increase with the
doubling of the Suez Canal trade in the Mediterranean basin, considered the
gateway in the Arab countries and in Africa. Italy is the third largest trade partner
with trade over five billion dollars that can be increased with the new opportuni es
for economic development in Egypt, es mated at about $ 60 billion in direct
investment and loans.
Foreign investors in the MENA, as Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and United Arab Emirates
have announced the alloca on of 12 billion dollars in aid and investment to Egypt.
The Interna onal Monetary Fund The expects growth in GDP of 3.8 percent in 2015
and 4.3 percent in 2015‐2016. The Conference of Sharm, were present in 1800
delega ons from over 70 countries, there were 50 Heads of State, also the first
Italian Minister Ma eo Renzi accompanied by the Deputy Minister for Economic
Development, Carlo Calenda and many big business on which the Egyp an
government undertook to present "Egypt The Future," the program of
development and growth of the country.
The message from the Egyp an government to foreign investors was clear:
''stability, investment and growth'' but also reducing taxes to a ract foreign
investment: the corporate tax is reduced from 25 percent to 22.5 percent . Was
also announced the removal of a 5 percent "millionaire tax" levied on addi onal
Gianni Gregoris
Business consultant for SMEs, enterprise
network manager for assis ng in the processes
of growth, interna onalisa on, structured
finance, web marke ng and social networks. His
business draws on a network of collaborators
and partnerships with interna onal law firms,
interna onal taxa on firms, banking ins tu ons
at home and abroad, and na onal associa ons.

annual incomes above one million Egyp an pounds, or € 123,000. The growth plan
must be sustainable to create a compe

ve environment among enterprises,

facilitate investment, in order to create new jobs for the Egyp an people. The
na on looks to the 35 million young people, on which the government is building
Egypt's future‐oriented economic and social growth.
President Abdel Fatah El Sisi focuses on youth and at the end of the conference,
invited on stage a few guys who have par cipated in the organiza on of the event
next year will become a fixed date on the interna onal calendar. Prime Minister
Ibrahim Mahlab declared at the conclusion of his speech '' that will have a posi ve
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various fields, but also the great advantages of two great
projects, the doubling of the Suez Canal and the construc on
of the new capital east of Cairo.
The doubling of the Suez Canal
The work "pharaonic" interested in the doubling of the 72 of
193 km of strategic channel dug to the west of the Sinai
Peninsula in the nineteenth century to allow naviga on from
Europe to Asia avoiding to circumnavigate Africa. The work
was also the deepening and widening of the Great Bi er Lake
which is located along the Suez Canal. The aim of par al
doubling of the Suez Canal, is to reduce from 18 to 11 hours
transit mes to 3 hours reducing the wai ng mes created
by points a transit alternated for some types of cargo, it
informs the website of the Authority of the Suez Canal. It
also aims to double from the current 49 to 97 in 2023 the
average number of daily transits and allow transit non‐stop
for 45 cargo in both direc ons. The proceeds of the Channel,
impact on people and the economy Egyp an'' in fact have

already arrived last year to a record $ 5.3 billion,

been dozens of agreements signed in several sector areas

represen ng a major source of hard currency for Egypt,

during the three days.

thanks to the new channel are provided up 259 percent to

The Italian government is promo ng a number of ini a ves

13.2 billion in 2023.

with the interna onaliza on of SMEs to foreign markets.

The construc on of the New Capital east, Cairo. The BBC's

Italian System is the slogan to communicate our Road show

Orla Guerin says "If and when it is completed it will be about

for the interna onaliza on of SMEs, an ini a ve that sees

the size of Singapore with an airport larger than Heathrow".

for the first

The Egyp an Government has presented during the

me together all stakeholders, public and

private, of the Italian system, engaged in a joint ac on of the

conference, building model of the new capital that

medium term on the en re na onal territory. In the course

will be built along the corridor between Cairo and the Red

of 2015 are scheduled appointments Vicenza, L'Aquila,

Sea, which provides access to major shipping routes. Minister

Cosenza, Bergamo, Power, Catania, Pisa, Reggio Calabria,

Mostafa Madbouly declared that the project could cost $ 45

Novara, Forlì, Campobasso and Como. Each event will open

billion and it takes five to seven years to complete. He said

with a plenary session, which will see the par cipa on of

the aim was to reduce conges on and overpopula on in

experts in the field of interna onaliza on, which will

Cairo over the next 40 years. In the metropolitan area of

illustrate the opportuni es and tools to access to foreign

Cairo residents are about 19.4 million and in the next 40

markets.

years, the en re popula on could double to 40 million

Among the major economic partners are SMEs and Large

inhabitants. The designers say the new city, whose name was

Enterprises of Made in Italy and Egypt, as pointed out by the

not revealed, would include almost 2,000 schools and

Deputy Minister for Economic Development, Carlo Calenda,

universi es and more than 600 health care facili es. The

Eni signed agreements for $ 5 billion over the signing of

project will create more than a million jobs. Capital City

contracts other areas for about 2 and a half billion dollars.

Partners, will build a private real estate investment fund led

The ac on of the Italian Government, is strengthening its

by Emirates Mohamed Alabbar, Dubai businessman Mr

ac on to help Italian companies to interna onalize and there

Alabbar built the world's tallest building, the Burj Khalifa.

are a number of facili es targeted for SMEs in the 2015‐2017
three‐year plan for the Made in Italy from € 260 million
allocated to the implementa on decree the Ministry of
Economic Development, Italy Unlock (DL 133/2014) and
financed by the Stability Law in 2015. Italian SMEs supported
by the Italian system, seize investment opportuni es in
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Islamic Finance - Switzerland

PLUSFINANZ Launch
its Middle East
Operations
A er Oman, where the Swiss financial group PLUSFINANZ AG based in Rain
Raﬀaele Coglianese
He is a swiss ‐ italian ci zen. He started out as
junior assistant to rela onship managers and
traders in the forex company owned by his
father, Devco Trade AG, Baar, Canton Zug,
Switzerland.
Together with his father and six other share‐
holders, Raﬀaele founded Eurogest SpA in 1998,
a fully regulated forex company in Italy licensed
with the security dealers’ permit.
In 2002 he sold his holding, and acquired 35% of
Unionforex SpA, a regulated company in Italy
that specialises in the forex industry. He was
responsible for trading ac vi es and rela on‐
ship management on behalf of HNWIs. He sold
this company to the ini al shareholders, and in
2006 he relocated to Switzerland. He formed
Plusfinanz AG, a financial intermediary company
regulated in Switzerland by PolyReg since 2009.

(Lucerne) is already ac ve in partnership with an important Omani company , "Exo
‐Commodity Oman", opera ng in the field of commodi es, and in the light of the
constant increasing return on its "RESCO Opportunity Fund" which generated a
great interest from the banks and financial ins tu ons in the Middle East. Thanks
to the management of Mr. E ore Scudella, the “RESCO Opportunity Fund” is
confirming the linear growth and its a rac veness enhanced by no correla on to
the financial markets.
This has led PLUSFINANZ to begin the procedures for the study of the possibility to
license the fund as a “Shariah‐ Compliant Fund” and to step up its presence and
opera ons in the financial world of the Arab countries.
The possible comple on of the procedure and the issue of the cer ficate of
compliance by the Gulf advisory firm which the Swiss financial group has appointed
as men oned above, PLUSFINANZ will start with a series of road shows in the Gulf
and in Beirut, important historical financial center of the Middle East, for the
presenta on of the investment fund to the banks as well as to ins tu onal and
private investors, all this in order to a plan of penetra on by the group PLUSFINANZ
in the Islamic and conven onal financial world of the Middle East.

E ore Scudella
He is a swiss ‐ italian ci zen . Since 25 years he is
involved in the Swiss private banking industry.
He started with foreign exchange ac vi es and
became a private banker with mul lingual skills.
He’s professional experience in the insurance
industry started in Switzerland in a department
for “Life and Risk Management" of a big
insurance company. As founder and CEO of IB
Life Ltd. He dedicated his professional
experience to the promo on of Life Se lements
investments in Europe. In Switzerland he is
considered to be the pioneer for US Life
Se lements bringing second hand policies from
the USA to the European investment
community.
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Islamic Culture

KAIROUAN
An Intellectual Center
Historical records relate that in 670 AD the Arab conqueror, Uqba ibn Nafi crossed
the deserts of Egypt and began the first Muslim conquest of the Maghreb region of
North Africa. Establishing military posts at regular intervals along his route, Uqba
ibn Nafi came to the site of present day Kairouan and there decided to encamp his
soldiers for some days (Kairouan, also spelled Qayrawan, means "camp" in Arabic).
Old chronicles describe the region as completely deserted, covered with
impenetrable thickets, and being distant from trade routes. Apparently
inhospitable as a long term se lement site, why then did this temporary military
camp soon become the greatest Muslim city in North Africa and the 4th holiest city
of Islam (a er Mecca, Medina and Jerusalem).
To answer this ques on we must look beyond historical records to the earliest
legends of the site. Here we find men on of an incident that occurred during the
ini al encampment of Uqba ibn Nafi, an incident which, because of its miraculous
nature, most history books have chosen to ignore. The legend tells of warrior's
horse that stumbled on a golden goblet buried in the sands. This goblet was
recognized as one that had mysteriously disappeared from Mecca some years
before. When the goblet was dug from the desert sand, a spring miraculously
appeared and the waters of this spring were said to issue from the same source
that supplies the sacred Zamzam well in Mecca. The power of these three miracles
‐ the mysteriously lost and then found Meccan goblet, the miraculous gushing forth
of the spring, and the source of that spring ‐ exercised a magne c eﬀect upon the
early North African Islamic people and thereby established the site of Kairouan as a
pilgrimage des na on for ages to come.
By 698, following several more military campaigns in the Maghreb, the Arabs had
driven the Byzan nes from their garrisons in Carthage and become masters of the
provinces of North Africa, called by them Ifriqiya. The town of Kairouan became the
capital of this vast province. Governors were appointed to the province by the
Ommayyad and Abassid caliphs (ruling from Damascus and Baghdad), and they
exercised their rule from Kairouan. This tradi on was con nued over the centuries
by the Aghlabid emirs (9th century), the Fatamid caliphs (10th century), and the
Zirid emirs (11th century). During these centuries, the city became one of the most
important cultural centers in the Arab world, witnessing a flowering of sciences,
literature and the arts. Agriculture was favored by the execu on of sizable
irriga on projects and an ac ve increase in trade with the surrounding regions
added to the general prosperity. Kairouan grew in size and beauty and no where
was this more evident than in the construc on and con nuing elabora on of its
Great Mosque.
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The lower por on of the mihrab is decorated with openwork

In 1294, Caliph al‐Mustansir restored the courtyard and

marble panels in floral and geometric vine designs. Though

added monumental portals, such as Bab al‐Ma on the east

the excessively decorated mihrab is unique, the panels are

and the domed Bab Lalla Rejana on the west. Addi onal

from the Syrian area. Around the mihrab are lustre les from

gates were constructed in later centuries. Carved stone

Iraq. They also feature stylized floral pa erns like Byzan ne

panels inside the mosque and on the exterior acted like

and eastern Islamic examples.

billboards adver sing which patron was responsible for

Since it was used for Friday prayer, the mosque has a ninth‐

construc on and restora on.

century minbar, a narrow wooden pulpit where the weekly

An intellectual center

sermon was delivered. It is said to be the oldest surviving

The Great Mosque was literally and figura vely at the center

wooden minbar. Like Chris an pulpits, the minbar made the

of Kairouan ac vity, growth, and pres ge. Though the

prayer leader more visible and audible. Because a ruler’s

mosque is now near the northwest city ramparts established

legi macy could rest upon the men on of his name during

in the eleventh century, when Sidi Okba founded Kairouan, it

the sermon, the minbar served both religious and secular

was probably closer to the center of town, near what was

purposes. The minbar is made from teak imported from Asia,

the governor’s residence and the main thoroughfare, a

an expensive material exemplifying Kairouan’s commercial

symbolically prominent and physical visible part of the city.

reach. The side of the minbar closest to the mihrab is

By the mid‐tenth century, Kairouan became a thriving

composed of elaborately carved la cework with vegetal,

se lement with marketplaces, agriculture imported from

floral, and geometric designs evoca ve of those used in

surrounding towns, cisterns supplying water, and tex le and

Byzan ne and Umayyad architecture.

ceramic manufacturing areas. It was a poli cal capital, a

The minaret dates from the early ninth century, or at least its

pilgrimage city, and intellectual center, par cularly for the

lower por on does. The minaret is three stories tall, 103 feet

Maliki school of Sunni Islam and the sciences. The Great

high by 34 feet wide, with its lower stories composed of

Mosque had fi een thoroughfares leading from it into a city

stone blocks taken from classical Roman buildings. This

that may have had a circular layout like Baghdad, the capital

minaret, built from 724 to 728 AD, is the oldest standing

of the Islamic empire during Kairouan’s heyday. As a Friday

minaret in the world and is widely recognized as one of the

Mosque, it was one of if not the largest buildings in town.

greatest gems of Islamic architecture.

The Great Mosque of Kairouan was a public structure, set

So in addi on to func oning as a place to call for prayer, the

along roads that served a city with a vibrant commercial,

minaret iden fies the mosque’s presence and loca on in the

educa onal, and religious life. As such, it assumed the

city while helping to define the city’s religious iden ty. As it

important func on of represen ng a cosmopolitan and

was placed just oﬀ the mihrab axis, it also aﬃrmed the

urbane Kairouan, one of the first ci es organized under

mihrab’s importance.

Muslim rule in North Africa. Even today, the Great Mosque of

The mosque con nued to be modified a er the Aghlabids,

Kairouan reflects the me and place in which it was built.

showing that it remained religiously and socially significant

The Great Mosque of Kairouan, Tunisia, is an archetypal

even as Kairouan fell into decline. A Zirid, al‐Mu‘izz ibn Badis

example of the hypostyle mosque. The mosque was built in

(ruled 1016‐62 CE), commissioned a wooden maqsura, an

the ninth century by Ziyadat Allah, the third ruler of the

enclosed space within a mosque that was reserved for the

Aghlabid dynasty, an oﬀshoot of the Abbasid Empire. It is a

ruler and his associates. The maqsura is assembled from

large, rectangular stone mosque with a hypostyle (supported

cutwork wooden screens topped with bands of carved

by columns) hall and a large inner sahn (courtyard). The

abstracted vegetal mo fs set into geometric frames, kufic‐

three‐ ered minaret is in a style known as the Syrian bell‐

style script inscrip ons, and merlons, which look like the

tower, and may have originally been based on the form of

crenella ons a top a fortress wall. Maqsuras are said to

ancient Roman lighthouses. The interior of the mosque

indicate poli cal instability in a society. They remove a ruler

features the forest of columns that has come to define the

from the rest of the worshippers. So, the enclosure, along

hypostyle type.

with its inscrip on, protected the lives and aﬃrmed the

The mosque was built on a former Byzan ne site, and the

status of persons allowed inside.

architects repurposed older materials, such as the columns—

In the thirteenth century, the Hafsids gave the mosque a

a decision that was both prac cal and a powerful asser on of

more for fied look when they added bu resses to support

the Islamic conquest of Byzan ne lands. Many early mosques

falling exterior walls, a prac ce con nued in later centuries.
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Known as the Great Mosque of Kairouan, it is an early
example of a hypostyle mosque that also reflects how pre‐
Islamic and eastern Islamic art and mo fs were incorporated
into the religious architecture of Islamic North Africa. The
aesthe cs signified the Great Mosque and Kairouan, and,
thus, its patrons, were just as important as the religious
structures, ci es, and rulers of other empires in this region,
and that Kairouan was part of the burgeoning Islamic
empire.
The Aghlabids
During the eighth century, Sidi Okba’s mosque was rebuilt at
least twice as Kairouan prospered. However, the mosque we
see today is essen ally ninth century. The Aghlabids (800‐
909 C.E.) were the semi‐independent rulers of much of North
Africa. In 836, Prince Ziyadat Allah I tore down most of the
earlier mudbrick structure and rebuilt it in more permanent
stone, brick, and wood. The prayer hall or sanctuary is
supported by rows of columns and there is an open
courtyard, that are characteris c of a hypostyle plan.
In the late ninth century, another Aghlabid ruler embellished
the courtyard entrance to the prayer space and added a
dome over the central arches and portal. The dome
emphasizes the placement of the mihrab, or prayer niche
(below), which is on the same central axis and also under a
cupola to signify its importance.
The dome is an architectural element borrowed from Roman
From the 11th century onward, however, Kairouan ceased to

and Byzan ne architecture. The small windows in the drum

be the capital of Arab Ifriqiya. Tunis, Tlemcen, Fez,

of the dome above the mihrab space let natural light into

Marrakech and other North African ci es usurped its poli cal

what was an otherwise dim interior. Rays fall around the

and economic prominence. Slowly the ancient city shrunk in

most significant area of the mosque, the mihrab. The drum

size un l it covered scarcely a third of the area occupied by

rests on squinches, small arches decorated with shell over

the metropolis of the Aghlabids, the Fatamids, and the Zirids.

rose e designs similar to examples in Roman, Byzan ne, and

Yet, as a holy city, Kairouan grew in importance with the

Umayyad Islamic art. The stone dome is constructed of

passing centuries and its splendid mosque became a magnet

twenty four ribs that each have a small corbel at their base,

for pilgrims from Muslim territories throughout Northern

so the dome looks like a cut cantaloupe, according to the

and Saharan Africa.

architectural historian K. A. C. Creswell.

Seventh‐century North Africa was not the easiest place to

Other architectural elements link the Great Mosque of

establish a new city. It required ba ling Byzan nes;

Kairouan with earlier and contemporary Islamic religious

convincing Berbers, the indigenous people of North Africa, to

structures and pre‐Islamic buildings. They also show the joint

accept centralized Muslim rule; and persuading Middle

religious and secular importance of the Great Mosque of

Eastern merchants to move to North Africa. So, in 670 CE,

Kairouan. Like other hypostyle mosques, such as the

conquering general Sidi Okba constructed a Friday Mosque

Prophet’s Mosque in Medina, the mosque of Kairouan is

(masjid‐i jami` or jami`) in what was becoming Kairouan in

roughly rectangular. Wider aisles leading to the mihrab and

modern day Tunisia. A Friday Mosque is used for communal

along the qibla wall give it a T‐plan. The sanctuary roof and

prayers on the Muslim holy day, Friday. The mosque was a

courtyard por cos are supported by repurposed Roman and

cri cal addi on, communica ng that Kairouan would

Byzan ne columns and capitals.

become a cosmopolitan metropolis under strong Muslim
control, an important dis nc on at this me and place.
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like this one made use of older architectural materials (called

enchan ng......Moving forward with slow steps through the

spolia), in a similarly symbolic way.

half‐light in which the sanctuary swims, we suddenly find

On right hand side of mosque’s mihrab is the maqsura, a

that the stones, when ordered by an inspired mind, can

special area reserved for the ruler found in some, but not all,

a ain to sublime poetry and move us profoundly."

mosques. This mosque’s maqsura is the earliest extant

The great French novelist Guy de Maupassant, visi ng

example, and its minbar (pulpit) is the earliest dated minbar

Kairouan in 1889, was also enchanted by the Great Mosque.

known to scholars. Both are carved from teak wood that was

He penned the following words: (La Vie Errante):

imported from Southeast Asia. This prized wood was shipped

"I know of three religious buildings in the world that have

from Thailand to Baghdad where it was carved, then carried

given me the unexpected and sha ering emo on that was

on camel back from Iraq to Tunisia, in a remarkable display of

aroused in me by this barbaric and astonishing monument:

medieval global commerce.

Mont Saint‐Michel, Saint Mark's in Venice, and the Pala ne

Commen ng on the interior of the Prayer Hall, the Islamic

Chapel in Palermo. These three are reasoned, studied, and

historian Paul Sebag (The Great Mosque of Kairouan) says: "It

admirable work of great architects sure of their eﬀects, pious

is decorated with extreme richness. All of the resources of

of course, but ar s c first, inspired as much or more by their

Islamic ornamenta on, carved or painted, have been

love of line, of form, and of decora on, as by their love of

lavished here on marble, stone, po ery, or wood. This

God. But at Kairouan it is something else. A race of fana cs,

ornamenta on borrows its elements from the vegetable

nomads scarcely able to build walls, coming to a land

world, from geometry, and from epigraphy. Its flora inherited

covered with ruins le by their predecessors, picked up here

from the Hellenis c tradi on the acanthus, the vine, and

and there whatever seemed most beau ful to them, and, in

even the palm tree; it was enriched by oriental plants such as

their own turn, with these debris all of one style and order,

the lotus and the homa, but above all it evolved an imaginary

raised, under the guidance of heaven, a dwelling for their

and idealized plant world made up of rinceaux and tresses, of

God, made of pieces torn from crumbling towns, but as

palme es and fleruons, all of extreme elegance and grace.

perfect as the purest concep ons of the greatest workers in

The geometrical ornamenta on of pagans, Chris ans, and

stone."

Berbers was extended and refined before being used for the
crea on of surprising and strange new figures. Arabic wri ng
lends itself here to the fantasy of the calligrapher and reveals
its incomparable quali es as decora on. These elements are
juxtaposed and mingled to compose a decor which is
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The Domes of Cairo
By John Feeney
Minarets have always delighted the people of Cairo. Indeed they some mes call
their city "Cairo‐of‐the‐thousand‐minarets." In architectural terms, however,
Cairo's medieval domes, largely unknown and at

mes unseen, are far more

important and possibly even more beau ful.
They are not, to be sure, as impressive as the great domes swelling over Istanbul.
And they are certainly not as obvious. Merely to see them you must go down into
the narrow streets of the old city and search. But the domes of Cairo, nevertheless,
are quite unlike any others and some are unique.
Centuries ago, when the domes of Isfahan and Samarkand were blossoming in
profusions of mosaic splendor, the domes of Cairo were already in full flower.
Unlike Samarkand's fabled turquoise domes ‐ built in a day by cra smen captured
and brought back to build Tamerlane's new desert city ‐ Cairo domes had been
evolving for hundreds of years and with li le reference to the cra smen of other
lands in the great Islamic empire.
The very first "Cairo" or Islamic style, dome, was built during the Fa mid rule in
Egypt, specifically in the second half of the 10th century. Small, smooth and
whitewashed to a ghostly white, in sunlight or moonlight, these early Fa mid
domes have since vanished into the anonymity of dull, somber colors almost lost in
the midst of more imposing buildings from later ages.
But the small whitewashed dome was merely a beginning. By the me of the
Ayyubids, Cairo's home‐grown cra smen had developed their fine brickwork to the
point where they could shape the domes into peaked and oval melons. And by the
age of the Mamluk sultans, who governed the city for about 250 years, between
A.D. 1250 and 1517 they were building both extensively and lavishly. For the
Mamluks wanted monuments ‐ imposing monuments to themselves ‐ and to be
sure they got what they wanted, they built their tombs within their own life me.
Being exceedingly rich, each Mamluk ruler tried to outdo his predecessor un l
John Feeney
(10 August 1922 – 6 December 2006) was
a New Zealand‐born director of documentary
films. He worked with the New Zealand Na on‐
al Film Unit, Na onal Film Board of Cana‐
da
(NFB)
and
made
films
and
did photography in Egypt. He was nominated
for two Academy Awards.

eventually their funerary palaces ‐ each consis ng of an imposing decorated dome,
a soaring minaret, a mosque and a mausoleum ‐ were as luxurious and spacious as
the palaces they lived in.
To sa sfy the need for grandeur, Mamluk domes grew to twice and three mes the
size of the earlier ones ‐ thus demanding a radical change in the method of
construc on. Instead of using small baked bricks, the cra smen began to work with
large stone blocks. Architecturally, this was a daring move; to build bigger domes
was one thing, but to build them with stone blocks, instead of small bricks, called
for not only extremely skilled stonemasons, but also engineers able to design and
construct stronger and more massive structural bases.
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The stone for the new domes was conveniently quarried in

man or beast, the ar sans who decorated Cairo's domes

the nearby Moka em Hills ‐ no more than a mile away from

confined themselves to geometric designs ‐ possibly

the construc on sites in the "ci es of the dead." Originally

expressions of crystal structure ‐ and the floral vines clinging

pure white, this stone, from centuries of hot desert winds

about them were but expressions of ordinary plant life.

and cooling Nile mists, has since weathered into the so

Tradi onally the highly decorated domes of Cairo were never

grays and browns that characterize the domes today."

put on mosques; instead they were constructed only on

As with the small domes, the cra smen of Cairo ‐ architects,

mausoleums ‐ although it was also a tradi on that a funerary

engineers and masons ‐ began to experiment with new

mosque be a ached to the mausoleum. Some mes too,

shapes and, in the next 200 years, produced amazing results:

schools, libraries and even hostels were a ached, thus

domes that were fluted, domes that were both fluted and

crea ng in the end impressive complexes of buildings such as

twisted ‐ as though they were about to swirl oﬀ into space ‐

those that stand today in ancient burial grounds to the north

and many others with elaborate embellishments chiseled

and south of medieval Cairo.

directly onto the lovely white surfaces. Other experiments

Here, where the most impressive domes can be found, are

involved chevron designs ‐ which, through pa ern and

such examples as the complex built by Sultan Barquq and his

shadow, suggested fluted domes ‐ and s ll others adorned

two sons, Farag and Abd al‐Aziz. One of the most magnificent

the stone with geometrical star pa erns, stars and leaves

medieval buildings in all of Cairo, it consists of two very large

together,

called

domed chambers containing the family tombs and, around a

"arabesque." As none of these pa erns was easy to achieve ‐

large central courtyard, a series of rooms and arcades

cu ng an elaborate, design onto a curved and receding

leading to immense halls and a sanctuary of magnificent

stone surface called for a supreme level of skill ‐ the domes

propor ons. Not far away there is also Kait Bey's tomb, a

with sculptured pa erns emerged as an architectural

masterpiece of architecture built in A.D. 1474. As in Sultan

triumph which moved a French consul to write:

Barquq's tomb, the walls are lined with marble, the floors are

"... in

and

par cular

the

interwoven

one

cannot

foliage

but

today

their

paved in mosaic pa erns and, set high in the walls, dusters of

ornamenta on. Some are fashioned to form a kind of lace‐

marvel

at

tradi onal stained‐glass windows send sha s of startlingly

work, others are decorated compartments of flowers, or

intense colored light into the darkened interior.

have parquet‐type paneling or a melon‐rib design, and these,

Despite the somber nature of the tombs, their eﬀect on

let it be said, are among the more ordinary styles of

observers is one of beauty rather than sadness. Ins nc vely

ornamenta on. Some of the more flamboyant domes are

the eye looks upward ‐ first to gli ering pin‐points of blue,

adorned with green and blue stones which heighten their

red and green light filtering through ny windows set in the

eﬀect s ll further... and their construc on is so perfect that

massive stone walls, and then into the dome itself where,

a er six or seven hundred years they are s ll as complete as

inevitably, it tracks the endless rim into a darkness that

when they were built..."

seems infinite. To many observers ‐ and not only the faithful

As with so much of Islamic art, the iden

es of the Cairo

cra smen who produced it are largely unknown. But it is

of Islam ‐ it suggests a beauty beyond the experience of man
and his most esthe c achievements.

clear that they were master builders; alone, and with li le
influence from other centers of Islamic architecture, they

Source: Saudi Aramco World – January/February 1998

conceived domes that had not been built before ‐ and have
not been equaled since. They were, certainly, masters of
decora on too, but decora on, in a sense, grew out of Islam
itself. Because of Islamic prohibi ons against the drawing of
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